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FOREWORD
It is an honour for me to be invited to contribute a Foreword to this first issue of a new
journal emanating from the University of Birmingham. I am especially pleased to see
that much of the energy driving the enterprise derives from the Shakespeare Institute,
which I joined as a student in 1958 and from which I retired as Director in 1997. In the
interim I worked for some nine years for Oxford University Press as General Editor of
the Oxford editions of the works of Shakespeare. The guiding principles of the edition
of the Complete Works, and of the multi-volume single play editions now close to
completion, are founded on a belief that textual dramatic scholarship should be
constantly informed by a sense of the practical theatre, and by awareness of its demands
and rewards. These principles were inculcated into me by my mentors at the Institute. Its
founder, the critic and theatrical historian Allardyce Nicoll, was an early and major
proponent and exponent of the interdisciplinary approaches to historical and theatrical
scholarship which have characterized the Institute’s work and influence, and which, as
several of the contributors to this journal demonstrate, continue to inform its ethos.
Universities are essentially institutions which combine a wide variety of disciplines and
which should demonstrate the value of interaction among them. I wish this new journal
every success in its efforts to further this endeavour.

Professor Stanley Wells, CBE
Chairman, The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust

GENERAL EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION
The Birmingham Journal of Literature and Language (BJLL) is dedicated to uniting scholars
from a wide variety of departments within the School of Humanities. Its model for
providing this connectivity is the production of a collection of articles, notes, reviews
and art pieces (published both electronically and in print) that exemplify an
interdisciplinary approach to research.
A more particular understanding of the ideas expressed in the BJLL can be
gleaned from the diverse content found within its pages. Stephen Wittek’s excellent
article on the long-term value of literary criticism introduces John Tepe’s more
traditionalist approach to English Studies. Similarly, John Goss’s examination of the
birth and parentage of Robert Barge establishes a set of evaluative criteria that calls
attention to the interpretive techniques applied in Anna Gottschall’s reading of the
significations of male and female names in the Findern Manuscripts. Considerations of
English and History and their associate inner disciplines – Literary Criticism and
Medieval Studies – provides an in-road for writing on newer and less established pursuits
in Humanities research. Jami Roger’s trenchant account of the use of localised settings in
recent productions of Shakespeare’s Much Ado reveals that serious scholarly research into
the history of performance is academically tenable. Wang Fang’s interrogation of the
lexical item “international community” draws attention to how the study of linguistics
functions as a means for re-evaluating the importance of cross-cultural channels of
meaning.
Initially formed as a response to the limited opportunities in publishing offered to
postgraduates at The University of Birmingham, the BJLL has grown to involve the
participation of over forty individuals. With three boards of referees – a Review Panel,
an Editorial Board, and a group of dedicated Staff Readers – the current state of the
BJLL proves that large scale projects can work and that sometimes difficult endeavours
yield the most positive results. Furthermore, as part of the BJLL’s dedication to the
history of Birmingham scholarship, this special launch issue offers an additional
foreword by the esteemed scholar, CBE recipient, and Shakespeare Institute alumnus,
Professor Stanley Wells. Professor Wells has, throughout his long and successful career,
embraced an interdisciplinary approach to the study of Shakespeare’s plays. His legacy
as former director of this university’s Shakespeare Institute has been his kind generosity
in helping current students. These characteristics make him an exemplary alumnus and
an excellent supporter of the wide-ranging articles included in this volume.
Laura Hilton and Joshua McEvilla

THE BIRMINGHAM JOURNAL OF
LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE
SECTION I

ARTICLES

A BRIEF HISTORY OF DECONSTRUCTION
IN SHAKESPEARE CRITICISM
STEPHEN WITTEK

The impact that the philosophy of Jacques Derrida had on Shakespeare criticism is
comparable to the impact a round of fireworks has on the night sky: explosive, dramatic,
even awe-inspiring – but ultimately ephemeral. Derrida‘s ‗deconstruction‘ first entered
Shakespeare studies in the mid-1970s alongside a wave of theoretically-charged
approaches such as Feminism, New Historicism, Cultural Materialism, etc., but it didn‘t
become the object of widespread attention until a decade later, when a flurry of
criticism discussing links between Derrida and Shakespeare suddenly appeared. A
handful of books presenting deconstruction as a separate mode within Shakespeare
studies were published in the late-eighties to early nineties; several critics extolled the
unique suitability of Derrida‘s philosophy to Shakespeare criticism, and at least one
(Howard Felperin) even went as far as to declare himself a ―deconstructionist.‖ But
the buzz didn‘t last long. In the 1990s, the initial excitement over the possibilities of
deconstruction gave way to a mood of greater reservation. Derrida‘s ideas (or at any rate
his jargon) were still touched on by critics working in other modes such as Cultural
Materialism, New Historicism and Feminism, but a distinct ‗Deconstructionist School of
Shakespeare Studies‘ failed to emerge. This article will review the history of
Shakespearean Deconstruction and discuss possible reasons why the movement faded in
the years that followed its energetic start.
The foundation of Jacques Derrida‘s philosophy was first presented in three
books: Of Grammatology, Writing and Difference, and Speech and Phenomena, all initially
published in 1967. According to Derrida (whose work is notoriously resistant to breezy
summary), it is impossible for a reader to arrive at an interpretation that establishes an
absolutely certain relationship between ‗a text‘ and ‗a meaning‘ because any use of
language unavoidably involves a multiplicity of contradictory signifiers. All texts are
subject to ‗deconstruction,‘ a process whereby ostensible meaning is undermined by the
play of internal counter-forces endemic to language itself. Derrida‘s basic method was to
foreground deconstruction in texts by comparing a work‘s ostensible meaning with
various repressed, conflicting significations lurking beneath the surface – a process he
called a ―double reading.‖ Although he applied his methods to a few literary texts
(including Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet), Derrida‘s objectives were fundamentally
philosophical, not literary, in nature. The central purpose of his analysis was to observe
the course of a text‘s deconstruction and thus show the impossibility of arriving at a
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conclusive interpretation (thus subverting the ‗logocentric‘ suppositions of Western
thought). He did not venture to draw conclusions about the implications of
deconstruction on a text‘s status as a work of art.
The adaptation of Derrida‘s ideas to literary criticism began in the 1970s, most
notably in the work of Paul de Man, J. Hillis Miller and Barbara Johnson. In the hands
of these critics, the conception of deconstruction began to mutate from ―an observable
process of auto-contradiction‖ (something that ‗just happens‘) into a full-blown critical
mode (something that a critic does to a text). As a result of this expanded conception,
terms such as ―deconstructionist‖ and ―deconstructive reading‖ entered the critical
lexicon, and titles that followed patterns such as, ―Deconstructing -----‖ or ―A
Deconstruction of -----‖ started to crop up. The following (commonly cited)
clarification of literary deconstruction‘s basic stance comes from the introduction to The
Critical Difference by Barbara Johnson.
Deconstruction is not synonymous with ‗destruction‘, however. It is in fact much closer to
the original meaning of the word ‗analysis‘ itself, which etymologically means ‗to undo‘—a
virtual synonym for ‗to de-construct‘. The deconstruction of a text does not proceed by
random doubt or arbitrary subversion, but by the careful teasing out of warring forces of
signification within the text itself. If anything is destroyed in a deconstructive reading, it is
not the text, but the claim to unequivocal domination of one mode of signifying over
another. A deconstructive reading is a reading which analyses the specificity of a text‘s
critical difference from itself. (5)

Johnson‘s conception of deconstruction – a ―careful‖ analysis of various possible
readings – bears obvious debts to the ―close reading‖ developed by the New Criticism of
the 1930s-40s. However, as M.H. Abrams notes in A Glossary of Literary Terms, despite
similar methodologies, the aims and outcomes of deconstruction and New Criticism are
quite distinct, and in some cases, opposite:
New critical explications of texts had undertaken to show that a great literary work, in the
tight internal relations of its figurative and paradoxical meanings, constitutes a freestanding,
bounded and organic entity of multiplex yet determinate meanings. On the contrary, a
radically deconstructive close reading undertakes to show that a literary text lacks a
―totalized‖ boundary that makes it an entity, much less an organic unity; also that the text,
by a play of internal counter-forces, disseminates into an indefinite range of selfconflicting significations. (59)

The key difference, then, between deconstruction and New Criticism is that, while New
Criticism works toward the discovery of central, unifying themes, deconstruction denies
from the very outset that such a thing as a ‗central theme‘ could ever be shown to exist;
any meaning that a critic could ever propose will inevitably be cancelled out by the
never-ending blizzard of contradictory significations within the text itself.
Deconstruction started trickling into Shakespeare studies in the late 1970s with
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characteristic flair. Gary Waller records sending a ―ripple of apprehension around the
gatherings, solemn and celebratory alike‖ when he raised the notion of deconstructing
Shakespeare at the Stratford-upon-Avon International Shakespeare Convention in 1978.
Having spoken openly—even though along with others—of ―decentering the bard,‖ I
strolled to the parish church to see if the still center of our deliberations, the bard‘s bones,
had moved. They lay, undisturbed, and I felt not cursed, but liberated. (Waller 21)

Waller‘s characterization of himself as a rebel – overturning the staid gospel of an
outgoing generation with a mind-blowing new perspective – is a common conceit in
deconstructionist rhetoric. It also suggests a further similarity to New Criticism. This
observation raises an important point about the cultural mood surrounding
deconstruction‘s origin: radicalism was in fashion. The very same era gave rise to a full
range of challenging, theoretically-charged critical modes: Feminism, New Historicism,
Cultural Materialism, etc., all aiming to cause ―ripples of apprehension‖ in Shakespeare
studies around the same time.
Shakespearean deconstruction began to hit its stride in the mid-eighties. In 1985,
Terence Hawkes (whose early work exhibits obvious Derridean influences) declared, in
an essay on new critical approaches for The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare Studies,
that the implications of deconstruction for Shakespeare criticism were ―vast‖ (292). He
also supplied a new, watered down definition of ‗deconstruction‘ specifically tailored for
Shakespeare criticism, which allowed considerably greater flexibility than the definition
provided by Barbara Johnson:
Essentially, then, a deconstructive account of a Shakespearian text would seek to
undermine the illusion of character and of access to the author‘s mind that Bradleian
criticism presupposes. It would also refuse and subvert the pattern of oppositions and
tensions that structuralism discerns in the text, claiming that these are imposed on it from
outside as a means of limiting its potentially endless proliferation of meaning. In seeking to
show how all writing covertly resists its own reduction to unitary ‗meaning‘ and how no
such meaning can be recovered from or be made simply available to the single text
confronting the reader, deconstruction would finally play havoc with the modern edtitor‘s
efforts to produce a unified text of a Shakespeare play, and would regard all such
enterprises as marks of the tyrannical boundaries within which the Western mind operates.
(292-93)

Note that, unlike Johnson, who was careful to begin her definition with a disclaimer
pointing out that ―deconstruction is not synonymous with destruction,‖ Hawkes seems
to view deconstructive analysis as a form of war. In his definition, deconstruction isn‘t
really a method; it‘s an attack –and an extremely aggressive attack at that; his primary
reason for applying deconstruction is to ―undermine,‖ ―refuse,‖ ―subvert,‖ and ―play
havoc with‖ the ideas and analyses of other critics. This broad, attitudinized conception
of deconstruction is evidence of the arrival of a third stage in the idea‘s continuing
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metamorphosis. It began, with Derrida, as an observable process of self-contradiction in
texts, was fashioned into a method of analyzing self-contradictions in texts by DeMan,
Johnson and Miller, and, by the mid-eighties, had become a vandalistic attitude of radical
skepticism, predicated on a notion that definitive interpretation is impossible.
In the same year that The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare Studies came out, the
New Accents series published Alternative Shakespeares, a collection that included essays on
deconstruction and Shakespeare (most notably, Malcolm Evans‘s ―Deconstructing
Shakespeare‘s Comedies‖) alongside essays from a range of critical approaches including
Feminism, Marxism and Psychoanalysis. The volume seems to have been put together
with an optimistic idea that the various theoretical camps were all part of an emerging,
inter-supportive family. However, as editor, John Drakakis noted ten years later in an
essay entitled ―Afterward‖ for Alternative Shakespeares Vol. 2, the proposed compatibility
was probably the result of wishful thinking.
If a decade ago, the title Alternative Shakespeares naively celebrated a burgeoning radical
pluralism, we now know too much for this position to be sustained uncritically. It is the
case that in the original volume there were important and, as it turns out proleptic, tensions
available to the discerning reader. (239)

Nineteen-eighty-five also saw the publication of Shakespeare and the Question of Theory,
another collection wherein essays on deconstruction (most notably, Howard Felperin‘s
―Tongue-tied our Queen?: the Deconstruction of Presence in The Winter’s Tale‖ and
Terence Hawkes‘ ―Telmah‖) were placed in a position of prominence alongside other
critical approaches. Like it or not, Shakespearean deconstruction had clearly arrived.
In 1988, editors G. Douglas Atkins and David M. Bergeron came out with
Shakespeare and Deconstruction, the first (and only) collection of essays solely dedicated to
the application of deconstruction in Shakespeare criticism. The editors‘ preface and
introduction provide a revealing picture of the tensions surrounding the application of
deconstruction to Shakespeare studies at the time. In the first sentences of the preface,
David M. Bergeron cheerily announces that Shakespearean deconstruction is (or, had
become) a self-certifying success:
Attempting to link a current literary critical theory with the greatest English writer seemed
a goal worthy in and of itself. The essays that emerged from this idea validated such a
project. (vii)

But Bergeron‘s proclaimed victory may have been premature. As his co-editor, G.
Douglas Atkins‘s introductory essay reveals, the book shows very little agreement,
among the critics whose work allegedly ―validated‖ the ―project‖ of linking
deconstruction and Shakespeare, as to how – or even if – the ―link‖ could or should be
established:
The focus here, unlike in previous collections is precisely Shakespeare and deconstruction,
its implications for and contributions to the study of the greatest writer in the language.
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Yet even with this particular focus, there is no single deconstructive ―party line‖
represented. . . . Some of our contributors, including Annabel Patterson, write against
deconstruction even as they acknowledge its use and potential and employ its strategies.
Few, if any of them would, I suspect, welcome the label ‗deconstructionist‘. Indeed, they
not only differ from each other in their interpretation and use of deconstruction, but on
occasion they seem to differ even from themselves. (2)

Straining to argue for the merits of deconstruction without actually calling himself a
‗deconstructionist,‘ Atkins opts for the label, ―promoter of deconstruction‖ (10) a few
pages later on. This rhetorical evasiveness (asserting that the idea of Shakespearean
deconstruction is validated by the production of essays on Shakespearean
deconstruction; attempting to maintain the illusion of a coherent approach despite a
reluctance to commit to fixed specifics, etc.) is characteristic of literary deconstruction in
general. Shakespeare and Deconstruction has quite a bit to say about what deconstruction can
(supposedly) do, but it habitually avoids any strict definition of what deconstruction
actually is. Atkins and Bergeron seem to have proceeded on the presumption that
deconstruction had a place within Shakespeare studies (on page two, Atkins declares that
no one is capable of escaping from deconstruction‘s ―capacious net‖) without bothering
to articulate a specified notion of what that place might be.
The haziness surrounding definitions in Atkins and Bergeron‘s book raises a key
point that must be understood in order to come to grips with the slippery complexity
endemic in Shakespearean deconstruction: different critics interpreted and applied
Derrida‘s ideas in (sometimes radically) different ways. As Atkins notes, ―there [was] a
remarkably rich variety of work being done under the rubric of deconstruction, which is
not, and never has been comfortable with lines and boundaries‖ (3). This ‗anything goes‘
attitude gave rise to a capacious tent for budding deconstructionists to gather under. By
resisting ―lines and boundaries,‖ deconstruction almost seemed to invite erratic
interpretation and application. One of the more striking examples of the extent to
which the boundaries were pushed is James Howe‘s A Buddhist’s Shakespeare: Affirming
Self-Deconstructions, which draws a parallel between deconstruction and the Buddhist idea
of shunyata (the fullness of emptiness), and proceeds to argue that, through
deconstructive/dharmic analysis, the Buddhist-like affirmative positions implicit in
Shakespeare‘s plays can be brought to the surface.
In part through the metadramatic qualities of his plays, Shakespeare frequently performs
the Dharmic/Derridean function of dissolution. He often subverts not only the apparent
meaning of his texts, but also their authority as texts, thereby disrupting their ―normal‖
relations with their audience (or reader), and changing his role as author by making it
visible. (21)

But Howe was by no means the only critic to generate innovative new strategies for
connecting Shakespeare and Derrida. Some critics borrowed a few of Derrida‘s ideas or
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methods, but rejected (or avoided) his overall conclusions; others used Derrida‘s
conclusions as a foundation for an entirely different method of analysis. Still others
mixed Derrida with other critics to create hybrid approaches of their own. A perfect
example of such cocktails is H.W. Fawkner‘s Deconstructing Macbeth: The Hyper-ontological
View, which, according to the dust jacket, utilizes ―certain continental notions of
mastery (Hegel), desire (Kojève), servitude (Nietzche), expenditure (Bataille), and
supplementarity (Derrida).‖ Yet another interesting strategy for linking Shakespeare and
Derrida is the claim made in different ways by a variety of critics that elements such as
reflexivity, irony, puns, multiple meanings and figurative language demonstrate that
Shakespeare was something of a deconstructionist himself. Consider the introduction to
Howard Felperin‘s ―The Dark Lady Identified, or What Deconstruction Can Do For
Shakespeare‘s Sonnets‖:
Despite the vast body of positivist scholarship . . . the Sonnets might well seem to have been
cunningly constructed, Shakespeare‘s prophetic soul dreaming of things to come, with the
idea of deconstruction in mind. (Felperin 69)

The sheer variety of strategies for linking Shakespeare and Derrida is indicative of the
popular allure that the very word, ‗deconstruction‘ commanded. It is instructive to
remember that the same word was also being used to describe movements in music, the
fine arts, architecture, theater, poetry, etc., all emerging around the same time. This flurry
of activity raises an important point: for some critics, ‗deconstruction‘ seems to have
been little more than a euphemism for ‗critical analysis‘ (or, to put it more cynically: for
some critics, deconstruction was simply a fashionable excuse for affected incoherency).
One imagines that Jacques Derrida must have experienced a deep sense of satisfaction
as he witnessed the mushroom cloud of divergent interpretations that emerged from his
ideas.
One of the most prominent features uniting the various practitioners of
Shakespearean deconstruction is a stylistic tendency toward ―willful obscurity‖ (Ryan
510). Imitation of Derrida‘s merciless prose led to an aesthetic that de-prioritized
traditional compositional values such as clarity, brevity, comprehensibility and precision
in preference of styles that were variously arid, awkward, cryptic, unnecessarily dense or
aloof. Try to make sense of the following passage from H.W. Fawkner‘s Deconstructing
Macbeth: The Hyper-ontological View:
If the introduction of the Weird Sisters and their field of special suggestion is one
prominent feature in act 1, the tension between vanishing and presence is another. It is this
tension that I shall now discuss. I define ―vanishing‖ as presencing that presences without
presence and without presences. (59)

Fawkner may sound like a guest at the Mad Hatter‘s tea party here, but at least he has an
honest point to make (I think). Other critics seem to have taken perverse pleasure in
sending the reader on wild goose chases. Consider the following puzzle from the final
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sentences of ―Telmah,‖ by Terence Hawkes:
As the trumpets sound, the moment belongs to Fortinbras, that speculative instrument, in
the tonal, or musical, or intonational quality of whose utterance these extremes meet. It is
not inappropriate finally—it is not even surprising—that within his name we should just
discern, if we ponder it, the name of the greatest black American jazz trumpeter. (331)

The ―greatest black American jazz trumpeter‖ referred to is, of course, Louis Armstrong.
The ―not even surprising‖ connection between Fortinbras and Armstrong the reader is
encouraged to ―ponder‖ is an observation that, ‗arm strong‘ is ‗fort bras‘ in French. This
connection is (supposedly) significant because, for Hawkes (the great white British
Shakespeare critic), Fortinbras and jazz are both representative of the ―different notion
of interpretation‖ (330) being promoted – deconstruction.
Not surprisingly, deconstruction‘s reception within the various schools of
Shakespeare criticism was mixed. Certain critics working within emerging poststructuralist modes, such as Feminism, New Historicism, and Cultural Materialism
picked up on Derrida‘s method of ‗de-centering‘ texts to reveal (predictable) repressed
meanings hidden in the margins. For example, Kathleen McLuskie‘s ―Feminist
Deconstruction: The Example of Shakespeare‘s Taming of the Shrew‖ used
deconstruction to reveal elements such as ―the ideological assumptions behind the
notion of taming and the commercial underpinnings of patriarchy‖ (33). Other critics
welcomed Derrida with one hand and strangled him with the other. In ―Shakespeare and
the Exorcists,‖ for example, Stephen Greenblatt says that deconstruction is a useful tool
for undermining the supposed boundaries between literary and non-literary texts, but he
also criticizes deconstructionist readings for being apolitical, rudderless and predictable:
―Deconstruction is occasionally attacked as if it were a satanic doctrine, but I sometimes
think that it is not satanic enough‖ (164). Greenblatt‘s basic critique of deconstruction –
that it is a useful tool for revealing marginalized significations, but lacks a sense of
purpose or coherence as a mode in and of itself – was echoed by several critics,
especially Feminists and Cultural Materialists, who found deconstruction‘s apolitical
tendencies to be glaringly problematic. As Atkins notes, a wide variety of
poststructuralist Shakespeare critics regarded deconstruction as ―merely self-indulgent
and trapped in a self-reflexiveness unable to proceed from its rigorous scrutiny of
linguistic structure to a necessary critique of culture society and politics‖ (1). Other
critics even went as far as to label deconstruction ‗the enemy.‘ Consider, for example,
Carol Neely‘s ―Constructing the Subject: Feminist Practice and the New Renaissance
Discourses,‖ which argues that approaches such as deconstruction ―oppress women,
repress sexuality and subordinate gender issues‖ (5).
It should be noted that criticism of literary deconstruction was not limited to
Shakespeare studies alone. Indeed, several fairly devastating critiques were published
before the vast majority of deconstructive analysis of Shakespeare ever even appeared.
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The period between 1977 and 1984 saw the publication of quite a few ―sharp
evaluations‖ (Vickers 166) by critics including M.H Abrams, Gerald Graff, Denis
Donoghue, Christoper Butler and John Searle (Vickers 166). In these critiques, literary
deconstruction was taken to task for being repetitive, predictable and thus, generally
useless. Consider the following thought from Abrams‘ Doing Things With Texts:
The deconstructive method works because it can‘t help working; it is a can‘t-fail enterprise;
there is no complex passage of verse or prose which could possibly serve as a counterinstance to test its validity or limits. (249)

A similar line of criticism is raised by Wendell V. Harris in Interpretive Acts:
If one surveys either an extended text or several texts by the same author, it is almost
always possible, by lifting out sentences from here and there, to show that an author has
used the same word in incompatible senses. (145)

All of these objections (and many more) were well-established and readily available by
the mid-eighties, and the balance of opinion seems to have shifted in favor of literary
deconstruction‘s critics (Vickers 167). But for some reason, critics applying
deconstruction in Shakespeare studies failed to take the objections into account.
The definitive critique of Shakespearean deconstruction came in 1992 with the
publication of Brain Vickers‘s Appropriating Shakespeare: Contemporary Critical Quarrels,
which aimed to sever every head on the post-stucturalist hydra – Deconstruction, New
Historicism, Psychocriticism, Feminism and Marxism – in a single swoop. Building on
previous critiques, the first two parts of Vickers‘s chapter on deconstruction begins with
a scathing assessment of Derrida (an ―enfant terrible . . . cocking a snook at his
predecessors‖ [171]), Paul DeMan, and J. Hillis Miller, to arrive at the following
conclusion:
What use is deconstruction as a model for literary criticism? My answer, and the answer of
other independent observers (we are not dealing here with assertions and counterassertions of rival groupies, each bent on advancing their own school) has to be: not
much . . . . Deconstruction might be a useful propaedeutic exercise in philosophy classes . . .
but as a model for literary criticism it is seriously defective. (179)

Literary deconstruction thus defused, Vickers proceeds, in the third and fourth parts of
the chapter, to pick off the main promoters and practitioners of Shakespearean
deconstruction – Terence Hawkes, Howard Felperin, Gary Waller, David M. Bergeron,
G. Douglas Atkins, etc. – one by one. It‘s impossible to gauge the full impact of his
critique (it certainly wasn‘t the only one), but his influence must surely be regarded as a
central contributing factor in Shakespearean deconstruction‘s decline. In the mid-nineties,
the attitude toward deconstruction in Shakespeare assumed a tone of far greater
reservation; the ―vast‖ opportunities promised by Hawkes, Felperin, and Atkins were,
for the most part, quietly forgotten . . . but not forgotten altogether.
Like a corpse springing out of rigor mortis, Shakespearean deconstruction
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displayed sudden signs of vitality in 2003 with the publication of Shakespeare: An Oxford
Guide, which (as part of an editorial effort to represent the full spectrum of critical
approaches in Shakespeare studies) included a chapter on deconstruction and a sample
deconstructive reading of Romeo and Juliet by Kiernan Ryan. The chapter is almost
distortive in its attempt to present deconstruction as an active, coherent critical mode.
Sweeping all the contradictions, disagreements, obfuscations and eccentricities under the
carpet, Ryan proceeds to construct a textbook-ready myth of a ―Deconstructionist
School of Shakespeare Studies‖ that never really existed (or, at any rate, had certainly
ceased to exist by 2003). Tellingly, however, the ―Further Reading‖ list that follows
Ryan‘s essay does not reference any work that was less than thirteen years old by 2003
(Ryan 517). Nor does it include any mention of Brian Vickers or any of the other many
critics of literary deconstruction.
The coffin was abruptly slammed shut again in 2004, with the arrival of editor
Russ McDonald‘s Shakespeare: An Anthology of Criticism and Theory 1945-2000. In the
preface to the anthology, McDonald explains why he found deconstruction to be
unworthy of its own chapter.
Also notable is the absence of deconstruction as a rubric. Although some of its vocabulary
and principles have perforce made their way into other modes of critical reading,
deconstruction per se made little impact on Shakespeare studies, few Shakespeareans
identified themselves as ―deconstructionists,‖ and thus a separate section seems unearned.
(xii-xiii)

This may well prove to be the signature on Shakespearean deconstruction‘s death
certificate. But who can be sure? As the history of deconstruction in Shakespeare studies
demonstrates, literary criticism is an intensely human affair; its course is inescapably
influenced by the same chaotic forces – vanity, greed, love, hate, envy, pride, honor,
ambition, etc. – that invigorate the plots of Shakespeare‘s plays. Anything is possible. If
the right combination of personality and circumstance were to occur, Shakespearean
deconstruction might very well climb out of the grave yet again, hungry for logocentric
suppositions to subvert and defeat.
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MEMORY UNDEAD: VISION, SPACE, AND TEXT
IN BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA
JOHN TEPE

The object in this article is to enable a closer reading of the vampiric world by studying
the links between space, motion and the memorial experience. I seek to develop a
specific method for understanding how bodily movement and presentation alter spatial
perception and thereby reveal how Dracula’s (1897) textual and built spaces function
symbiotically. Dracula disrupts his victims’ cultural perspectives by simulating the
British Victorian world in his castle, and then suddenly, and irrevocably, undoing such
pretenses. Through his vampire, Stoker places the body and environment in a mutually
reactive dynamic, and I would like to investigate how Jonathan’s journal writing attunes
him to the Count’s spatial influences. In conceiving undeadness as a function of an
exploitable potential energy within textual space, I would like to analyse Dracula as a
malleable space shaped by its characters’ physical and textual movements, with special
attention to Jonathan Harker’s experiences with Count Dracula during the novel’s first
four chapters. This focus will provide a specific understanding for the original vampire
myth, the diary fragments that narrate that myth, and how the diarized fragments
provide the final textual structure. The tasks of recognizing, hunting, and killing the
vampire all correspond directly with the tasks and methods involving the recovery of
Castle Dracula by the vampire’s intended victim.
Stoker uses the vampire to provoke important personal responses to his text’s
internal readers and writers. Jonathan Harker’s journal entries fictionalize the author’s
personal experience, and construct a linear plot around his experience as a legal
professional. Through Jonathan and his journal, Stoker reveals the cultural context in
which Jonathan misinterprets Dracula’s terrifying abilities. The distortions, violences,
and transformations Stoker’s undead vampire has made famous, physically embody an
ideological disconnection and realignment between Jonathan’s personal history as a
solicitor and his cultural memory of landed aristocratic power. The events at Castle
Dracula uncover how one’s bourgeois occupation functions when enclosed in vampiric
space, the land’s power over an individual, and vice versa.
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Stoker prefaces Jonathan’s narrative in an empirical précis, so readers locate his
battle with the Count in the professional culture in which Dracula and its eponymous
villain act. The work’s prologue reads:
How these papers have been placed in sequence will be made manifest in reading them.
All needless matters have been eliminated, so that a history almost at variance with the
possibilities of later-day belief may stand forth as simple fact. There is throughout no
statement of past things wherein memory may err, for all the records chosen are exactly
contemporary, given from the standpoints and within the range of knowledge of those who
made them. (5)

The prologue exposes Dracula’s underpinnings as a textual space determined by its
reader’s personal predilections and belief systems, thus clarifying its conception of the
vampiric world as something constituted by the way its events appear in print. As a
collected journal, Dracula the text self-reflexively naturalizes its horrific scenes through
the rational methods its bourgeois writers use to codify their world. By reading and
writing his diary, first in longhand and then in shorthand, Jonathan comes to know
Castle Dracula by first fragmenting his contract-bound status to the Count, and then by
reconstructing it around the journalled spaces he exclusively controls within the diary.
Stoker writes Castle Dracula into a body by stitching subconscious memory,
perceived reality, and visions of possible worlds into a composite urban history involving
both London and Transylvania. Depending on how one travels, these elements not only
recombine according to the mover, but also aggressively dominate and consume urban
inhabitants. This, for Stoker, articulates the difficult and dangerous distinction between
psychological self-sufficiency and memorial parasitism. Undeadness represents the
transfer of aristocratic myth into professional life and the reinsertion of that same myth
into the present day.
Dracula spatially orientates around its characters’ confrontations with the
internalized projections of their societal roles, as represented by the vampire. The Count
entraps his victim by being the client who might establish Jonathan’s practice as a “full
blown solicitor” (22). Jonathan’s legal training puts him at a critical distance from
Dracula’s land and culture; even while Jonathan muses over the charm of “the local
peppered chicken,” his new environment has already begun distorting his senses (2).
The lawyer’s nightmares quickly overshadow his delight with Eastern living. Jonathan
recounts his “queer dreams . . . with a dog howling” in his first diary entry, which he
then overcomes by remembering his visit’s official purpose: “There was business to be
done, and I could do nothing to interfere with it” (2, 12). These early diary entries reveal
the professional reasoning Jonathan uses to obscure the halting fear, doubt, and
disorientation Transylvania causes him. Jonathan writes his fears down so that he might
occlude them by means of more settling, goal-orientated, activity. The diary is indeed a
process, a process of willing disassociation.
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This interplay between conscious mind, text, and the subconscious depends
crucially on how Stoker alternately invokes and revokes any specifically limiting
worldview or envisioned moral reality within a given environment. Stoker bases
vampiric power in Dracula’s ability to physically and psychologically immobilize his
victims through visual display. When Jonathan sits in the crowded carriage pressing
towards the Borgo Pass, Stoker directly correlates his view of “the mountain range that
seemingly had separated two atmospheres” with the “chorus of screams from the
peasants and universal crossing of themselves” (16-17). The space outside the carriage
determines exactly how the passengers react. The “word-bearer,” as the driver calls
Jonathan, no longer matters (13). English qualifications have no influence over the
current situation, since the environmental forces affecting the Transylvanian passengers
are completely foreign to him. The Carpathian Mountains determine reality on their
own terms. No one can escape them.
Castle Dracula’s environs, as Stoker and Jonathan Harker know them, present
what the Situationists have called a unitary urbanism: a “combined use of [literary,
aristocratic, and bourgeois] arts and techniques as means of contributing to the
construction of a unified milieu in dynamic relation with experiments in behavior”
(“Definitions” n.p). Such techniques include all organizations of structural, geographic,
or cultural modes that mediate one’s identification with outer reality. Thus, Harker’s
travelogue demonstrates how memory, motion, and geography guide him through the
processes through which he feels the Count’s power whenever he recalls his professional
obligations as solicitor. The analytical method best suited, then, to understanding the
psychic implications of Stoker’s melodramatic terror must articulate a three-fold
interrelationship between bodies as physically, psychologically, and spatially conceived
entities. Within this model, history and identity become malleable constructions that
change according to how one moves through space. The social impetus behind such
movement then forms the experiential model that determines reality. The space in
which that motion occurs, however, may or may not correlate with the reality one has
come to accept before entering that milieu. Dracula imagines environments as matrices
whose substantive components may be consciously manipulated. The task confronting
human protagonists is learning how to achieve such manipulation.
Jonathan, the white-collar Londoner, wants to detach from a discomfiting
landscape of crosses, prayers, and blessings, but finds its encroaching effects inescapable.
Dracula easily explains away his foreign eccentricities with charming greetings like
“Welcome to my house! Enter freely. Go safely, and leave something of the happiness
you bring!” in flawless English, while at the same time exuding a presence Jonathan
“dares not reveal to [his] own soul” (22, 19). Stoker constructs his villain from a set of
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seemingly contradictory cultural criteria. When these elements shift and coalesce in
reaction to their viewers, the result is unspeakable.
Count Dracula implements his power through his self-titled castle. Castle
Dracula’s interior isolates and amplifies the effects of its outer territory upon those
within it. Jonathan admits that the Castle view is magnificent, but goes on dolefully, “I
am not in heart to describe beauty, for when I had seen the view I explored further;
doors, doors, everywhere, all locked and bolted. In no place save from the windows in
the Castle is there an available exit” (32). Locked inside, Jonathan cannot escape the
Count’s hidden power. Dracula shrewdly assesses his guest’s condition by doubly
asserting the separation from and similarities between Eastern and Western ways of life.
He tells Jonathan, “We are in Transylvania; and Transylvania is not England, our ways
are not your ways, and there shall be to you many strange things . . . tell me of London
and of the house which you have procured for me” (27). Here the Count conceals his
spatial power by doting upon Jonathan’s legal expertise. When the Count requests legal
assistance he deludes Jonathan by creating a professional fantasy that camouflages the
Castle as a normal working environment. Stoker, through a simple conversation, aligns
two variant rationales for interpreting reality. On one side of the table we have Dracula,
the last remaining noble of the Eastern warrior elite, and on the other Jonathan Harker,
Victoria’s bourgeois ambassador and master of legal procedure.
The various documents comprising the Castle’s narrative terrain layer personal
history and cultural history according to vampiric method. Officially, Harker is in
control; only he can regulate and manage Dracula’s connection with London. He
possesses the documentation Dracula requires to settle in England. Yet as long as
Harker observes the Count’s legitimacy as a London landowner, he will remain
subservient. Jonathan ironically endangers the very system he represents. His
professional capacity has been relegated into a subordinated position, as defined by his
letter of introduction. His supervisor Mr. Hawkins writes to Dracula:
He [Jonathan] is a young man, full of energy and talent in his own way, and of a very
faithful disposition. He is discreet and silent, and has grown into manhood in my service.
He shall be ready to attend on you when you will during his stay, and shall take your
instructions in all matters. (24)

Hawkins’s delineation of Jonathan’s duties, though giving the latter “a thrill of pleasure”
severely undermines the young solicitor’s agency (24). Within the Castle, Dracula uses
Jonathan’s letter of introduction to reaffirm aristocratic superiority and dispel Jonathan’s
professional initiative. Dracula exploits Harker’s over-eagerness by constructing a
situation that utilizes the forms of standard legal procedure, while completely decanting
such forms’ discursive significance.
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Jonathan brings a set of Kodak photographs with him to Transylvania to
encourage Dracula’s interest in Carfax Abbey, and this they do, but for all the wrong
reasons. The photographs do hold the Count’s attention, but they do not establish
Jonathan’s legal authority in the real estate transaction. Instead, the photos assure the
Count that his “new” home can become another site of landed power. When Jonathan
hands the pictures to Dracula, the technology transports the ruined abbey into
Transylvanian space. The portable images dislocate the Abbey from its English site and
remap them into the space of Dracula’s memories:
I am glad that it is old and big. I myself am of an old family, and to live in a new house
would kill me. A house cannot be made habitable in a day, and after all, how few days go
to make up a century. I rejoice also that there is a chapel of old times. We Transylvanian
nobles love not to think that our bones may lie amongst the common dead. (29)

Dracula invests the signs of bourgeois culture with his feudal sensibility. He turns the
tools of capitalism, here his deed to Carfax Abbey and pictures of the site, against
themselves by buying property that will increase his landed power. Jonathan’s
ideological blindness derives essentially from his conceptualization of the Castle itself.
The methods Jonathan hopes will woo Dracula through the final signing procedures,
according to Jennifer Wicke, provide “eyewitness proof….a testimony to accuracy; they
emblematize Jonathan’s bureaucratic acumen as a purveyor of sellable goods” (472).
Through the photographs “Jonathan Harker and Count Dracula come into a relation of
exchange with one another through the mediation of the photographic image” (473).
Through the real-estate transaction, Stoker shows how technologies of representation
mediate the psychic connection between space and self.
Inside the Castle, referents of the Victorian world shadow the supernatural. The
pictures bridge the nautical and overland miles between Britain and Bucharest by
providing a magical sense of proximity between foreign and native space. Print
technology enables hypnotic power by bringing Dracula’s memories of Boyar greatness
and Jonathan’s memories of legal achievement together discursively and opening the
communicative avenues between them. Controlling the subsequent flow depends upon
how successfully each character transmits his psychic reality around him.
Dracula converts professional loyalty into class enslavement; the Castle’s physical
and ideological structure strips away Jonathan’s legal veneer and revives a latent feudal
sensibility through a conflict of professional discourses. The ambition that would
normally further the lawyer’s upward mobility removes him further from England and a
continued career. Whenever they are together, Jonathan finds himself duty bound to
accept his client’s direction, and thereby contracts his own imprisonment. When he
questions Dracula’s desire to keep him at the Castle for three months, Jonathan quickly
sees that “there was that in [the Count’s] eyes and in his bearing which made me
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remember that I was a prisoner” (37). Though Jonathan doubts the Count’s words, his
host’s intimidating body language silences any resistance.
Dracula’s physical
manifestation extends throughout the Castle, through his body, and into the letters
Jonathan must write home explaining his delayed return. Dracula controls Jonathan’s
movements so he may engage Castle Dracula’s “bad memories” and thereby trap his
client.
Stoker never allows Dracula to touch Jonathan, and thus highlights each one’s
relative position within the Castle environment. The vampire’s strategy is not to bite
Harker, but instead to ablate his rational conception of the world. Dracula’s power
operates in a predetermined reality in which the Count can “accept no refusal.” Notably,
however, Jonathan makes use of the private textual space Dracula grants within the
letters he must send home. The lawyer begins using his enforced writing as a way to
assess his situation:
Noticing his quiet smile, with the sharp, canine teeth lying over the red underlip, I
understood as well as if he had spoken that I should be more careful what I wrote, for he
would be able to read it. So I determined to write only formal notes now, but to write fully
to Mr. Hawkins in secret, and also to Mina, for to her I could write shorthand, which
would puzzle the Count, if he did see it. (33)

Dracula’s body has lost its power over Jonathan’s mind. The lawyer realizes that he can
hide things from the Count using encoded writing to penetrate deep into his psyche and
thus maintain an exclusive space within the private experience he creates in his diary.
Dracula, by signing the deed to Carfax Abbey, had previously laid claim to
Jonathan’s body, never allowing him to leave the Castle, and thus keeping the diary
hidden from other readers. (It is important to note that until Jonathan escapes from
Transylvania with his diary, Dracula’s attacks in London remain unexplained.) Jonathan
does remain in the Castle, but, through writing, is never fully of it. Through writing, he
recognizes how his psyche shifts in relation to the world represented on the page.
Jonathan learns that Dracula might be captured in the textual space within his diary, and
thereby remembered and re-imagined. Jonathan begins his journal entry for 12 May
with “facts—bare, meager facts, verified by books and figures, and of which there can be
no doubt” and then goes on to code any further information secretly in shorthand (31).
Jonathan here learns how to gauge the Count’s actions and subsequently make use of
them. Jonathan removes the vampiric act from its original spatial context by writing it
within the parameters of his mental and textual space. The diary becomes a talisman of
Jonathan’s bourgeois mindset, through which he revises and remaps the Castle
experience. Writing counteracts the Count’s ability to fragment Jonathan’s professional
perspective through horrific displays of physical power.
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Keenly aware of Castle Dracula’s effects on those within it, the Count imposes a
strategy of bodily display that separates viewers from and fragments experience of their
environment. The spectator, left with the shards of his previous worldview, finds
reconstructing a lucid reality intensely problematic. Life in the Castle becomes a series
of events occurring at various psychic distances. When with Dracula’s three brides,
Jonathan recognizes his participation in an intimate encounter that is for him both
“languorous ecstasy” and a moment in which he “was conscious of the Count . . . . As
my eyes opened involuntarily I saw his strong hand grasp the slender neck of the fair
woman and with giant’s power draw it back” (43). Here, life for Harker shifts from
reality into representation (Debord n.p.). His perception shifts from participant to
spectator, from what he does to what he is shown. First-hand vision no longer certifies
genuine experience, yet once written down and remembered, the horror disassociating
“real life” from a sensory illusion grants remarkable interpretive power over Dracula’s
abilities.
Dracula’s bodily performance defies the rational world, and thus prevents
Jonathan from confronting the Castle environment on its own terms. The solicitor,
however, responds to Dracula as a secondary extension of a larger spatial field and traces
the Count’s supernatural abilities back to his body. Watching from his tower window,
Jonathan remembers hearing the Count “somewhere high overhead, probably on the
tower . . . calling in his harsh, metallic whisper. His call seemed to be answered from
far and wide by the howling of wolves. Before many minutes had passed a pack of them
poured. . . . There was no cry from the woman, and the howling of the wolves was
but short. Before long they streamed away, licking their lips” (48-49). The lawyer
knows what the vampire is doing. Harker sees the literal truth of wolves ripping apart a
helpless woman, while also seeing the strategy behind such a spectacle.
Through his writing practice, Jonathan revises his Transylvanian experiences into
a new, coherent worldview based on factual evidence. His professional powers return,
reconfigured by a new belief system. Jonathan cannot feel sympathy for Dracula’s
victim, coldly commenting “I could not pity her for I knew what had become of her
child, and she was better dead” (49). When Jonathan consciously notes the vampiric
threat in his June 24th journal entry, he reengages the vampiric world not with horror,
but with brutal realism.
Jonathan constructs a textual counter-reality by habitually categorizing vampirism
in his diary. His writing re-imagines Castle events into an etiology of what vampires can
do. Journal writing gives the solicitor the tools he needs to create a space in which he
can trust his senses. Knowing that “nothing can be more dreadful than those awful
women, who were, who are, waiting to suck my blood” Jonathan makes a sanctuary of
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his locked room, from which he spies Dracula murdering by proxy, and understands the
blood economy through which he operates (44).
Through such memory-mediated double exposure Jonathan incorporates occult
activity into his professional consciousness. The diary forms a textual junction between
the spaces of memory and spatial reality, allowing each to form and re-form the other.
Ironically, undeadness in this sense becomes a normative process of textual realisation.
Jonathan redraws his contractual obligations to the Count; writing allows Jonathan to
secure a space for Dracula within his perspective, instead of allowing Dracula to
appropriate Jonathan’s professional powers. Through a written practice of self-critique,
Jonathan folds supernatural elements forgotten by the professional world into his
worldview, and by remembering events into his diary, develops a clear methodology for
understanding vampiric behavior. So, through psychogeographic means, vampirism
becomes the interplay between knowledge, movement-based memory, and personal
belief. The first four chapters of Dracula signal the whole novel’s development through
interrupted and prevented textual appropriation. Stoker of course prevents Dracula
from appropriating Jonathan’s professional powers (and later those of Dr. Seward and
Mina Murray), but Jonathan (with his companions) also interrupts the Count’s attempts
to control his psyche as a whole.
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ROBERT BAGE
BIRTH AND PARENTAGE
JOHN GOSS

Robert Bage was a leading radical novelist of the late eighteenth century who
championed the cause of women‘s rights and the rights of the underprivileged through
his works. He also opposed forced marriages, slavery, duelling and war. Bage is
regarded as a Jacobin novelist and his literary contemporaries included William Godwin,
Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas Holcroft, and Erasmus Darwin. Bage became acquainted
with Godwin towards the end of his life, Wollstonecraft and Holcroft both reviewed
Bage‘s novels, and Darwin was a long-time friend, business partner, and member of the
Lunar Society. Another member of the Lunar Society whom Bage knew well was the
Derby clockmaker and author, John Whitehurst (Wadle 398). This article sets out to
establish Bage‘s date of birth and consider who his parents, or guardians, were, along
with providing a short history of what is known, and not known, about his birth. This is
important because the article speculates that Bage may have been born outside of
marriage, which would satisfactorily account for the social concerns he shows in his
novels for orphans, bastards and unmarried mothers.
In addition to being a novelist, Robert Bage was a paper manufacturer who
owned a mill at Elford in Staffordshire. For more than two centuries the year of his
birth-date has been given as 1728, and despite Bage twice informing the Birmingham
stationer and historian, William Hutton, it occurred two years later than this, the
incorrect birth-date has largely remained unchallenged. Kelly provides an example of
those few critics who recognise that the birth-date may be incorrect.1 Hutton bought
most of the paper produced by Bage and the two men were long-standing friends. All
authorities agree that Robert Bage died on 1 September 1801. The mystery about to
unfold began when the first printed record of his birthday appeared in a memoir by
Hutton written late in 1801 and published the next spring in the Monthly Magazine. Here
it was given as 29 February 1728 — the last day in February of a leap year — and
Hutton concluded Bage could celebrate no more than eighteen birthdays (Memoir 478)2.
Derby parish records of St Alkmund‘s and St Werburgh‘s, contain a number of entries
for the Bage family but there is none for this date and none for a boy called Robert. It
was a mistake and one of many, not all relating to his birth. Llewellyn Jewitt gives Bage‘s
birth-date as 1 February 1728, as does Henry Kirke (Jewitt 170, Kirke 33). Simple
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examples like these demonstrate how historical inaccuracies are replicated, and for the
purpose of this article, the most glaring of these is Hutton‘s.
Nevertheless, there is an entry in St Alkmund‘s register for 26 February 1728-9
which simply reads: ―baptiz‘d
son of George Bage.‖3 The gap indicates that either
a name has been scratched out or that a name had not then been decided upon. There is
no mention of this son being Robert, though those who have written biographies of
Bage, including Peter Faulkner, assume it to have been him (157, note 1). Neither is
there any entry for Robert‘s assumed brother (or half-brother), George, who was born
either some time in the second half of 1721 or the first half of 1722. From an obituary
in the Gentleman’s Magazine it may at first glance appear that Robert had at least one other
brother (or half-brother), Edward, but this was actually his second son (191).4 There are
several other misleading items of information which hamper biographical research, but
they lie beyond the scope of this article.
Two extracts from Bage‘s business letters to Hutton shed light on, or cloud, the
mystery of his birth further, depending on viewpoint. The first, written on 11 March
1800, begins: ―This day I am 70 . . . But I should not have thought necessary to
announce this sublime intelligence to thee by letter, if a necessity of a different kind had
not compelled me to write.‖5 The ―necessity of a different kind‖ concerned raw
materials, rising prices and arguments as to how Bage might get a fair price for his paper,
a perpetual contention he had with Hutton. It was ―not thought necessary‖ for him to
announce details of his birthday to his friend, because the former Sarah Cock, Hutton‘s
wife, was also born on 11 March, although she was dead by the time Bage wrote this
letter. Just over a year later, on 20 March 1801, the year the novelist died, he signed
another letter:
Yr hble most obedt
Mo devoted — Ask Miss Hutton for more epithets — and
tell her I love her quite as much as a man — 71 — & married ought to love —
RB6

When the Miss Hutton referred to, Catherine, supplied Sir Walter Scott with
biographical details for a Prefatory Memoir of Robert Bage to accompany reprints of three of
his novels by Ballantyne Press, she edited, altered and embellished the above extract
thus:
Tell Miss Hutton that I have thought of her some hundred times since I saw her; insomuch
that I feared I was falling in love. I do love her as much as a man seventy- three years of
age, and married, ought to love. I like the idea of paying her a visit, and will try to make it
reality some time — but not yet.7

Catherine Hutton, the daughter of William, changed Bage‘s age to concur with her
father‘s accounts. Discounting the dissimilarity in dates this edited extract has in other
ways a degree of justification since her concatenation is derived from three separate
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letters written by Bage, the other two within weeks of one another, and dated 8 January
and 26 March 1800. From the evidence it seems the Hutton family were just as
convinced that Bage was born 29 February 1728 as he was of 11 March 1730.
Or were they? And who was right? As Peter Faulkner points out, while the
change from the old style to new style calendar in 1752 would account for the disparity
of days it could not account for a disparity of years (33-34). Faulkner however comes to
the conclusion that Hutton, as a businessman, was more likely to have been correct than
Bage. In reality Hutton was sloppy both as historian and bookkeeper and Bage
reprimanded him more than once for not keeping proper accounts.8
Vanity would seem the most apparent reason for a desire to appear two years
younger, but Bage was anything but vain and scorned vanity. All six of his novels were
published anonymously and even when they enjoyed the resounding success of his last
novel, Hermsprong [1796], Bage still retained his anonymity, prompting Mary
Wollstonecraft to ponder why more was not known of someone who ―steals‖ so much
upon readers‘ ―affections‖ (Todd & Butler ed. Works 472-3). It was, perhaps, this
curiosity of hers coupled with that of her husband, William Godwin, which determined
Godwin to seek out Bage at his mill in Elford, and to whom we are indebted for another
brief biographical sketch (Wardle ed. Letters 398-9).
Hutton wrote a short entry about St Alkmund‘s in his History of Derby (1791) as
well as a tribute to Bage. One possibility is that while researching this he came across
the parish record regarding the unknown son of George Bage, misread or failed to recall
the exact date, and drew the conclusion that this related to his old friend. Alternatively
he may have obtained some local intelligence that Bage was older than he thought
himself to be. It is improbable that Bage‘s guardians changed his birthday to give him a
better chance in life because he was small and delicate. What Hutton wrote of his
physical prowess after Bage left school shows the young man was no such weakling:
―...he was completely master of the manual exercise, and I saw him instruct some young
men‖ (Memoir 478).
Despite the differences in their ages few could have known Bage better than
Hutton, and none for a longer period of time, not even Erasmus Darwin. Hutton
informs us that two years after his friend‘s birth the two boys, he and Robert, were living
in the same street and Hutton is recorded as having been born and bred in Full Street,
Derby. From the description he gives of his house‘s location it would have stood on the
site where the Police Station and Law Courts now stand. In later life Hutton was to
reflect: ―At the bottom of this street, upon the banks of the Derwent, twenty yards from
the river, now Mr. Upton‘s garden, I first drew the vital air, September 30, 1723‖
(Derby 27). Mr. Upton was Erasmus Darwin‘s nosy next-door neighbour after Darwin
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moved to Derby in 1784 (King-Hele 209; Uglow 462). Somewhere along this street, if
Hutton‘s account is to be believed, the novelist, Robert Bage, spent his early years.
Hutton‘s obituary in the Monthly Magazine paints Bage as a bit of a child prodigy,
the ―wonder of the neighbourhood‖ (Memoir 478) and it may have been quite irksome
for the older boy to have a scrawny youngster set up as exemplar by his own father,
William Hutton senior. To discover then that Robert was two years older than his
claims might have helped Hutton raise his own self esteem. However, there is nothing
in his obituary memoir suggesting the slightest envy on the part of Hutton, either of
Bage, or of his talents: quite the contrary. He was, and remained, in great awe of a close
friend whom he ―dearly loved,‖ one who he recognised as being an ―uncommon but
excellent man‘ and a person who ‗moved in a sphere more elevated‖ than himself. This
glowing tribute was later criticised by Bage‘s son Charles who, fifteen years after
Hutton‘s account was published, corresponded the following to Catherine Hutton:
I believe I ought to have written to your father to thank him for his insertion in the
monthly magazine for Decr 1801; but shall confess the truth? I thought the praise too much
exaggerated & likely not to raise or perhaps to do justice to my father‘s character. People
do not like to hear others exalted too much, so they set to work to pull down and when
they begin they never fail to pull down too much.9

When Hutton wrote his short tribute to Bage for his History of Derby the novelist made a
similar criticism of its content (Hutton 478). This lack of vanity may in some ways have
led to the decline of his literary reputation. As a novelist he suffered that fate of being
popular in his day and almost totally obscure some 50 years later. By the time Charles
Bage was responding to Catherine Hutton it seems, by the tone of his letter, that the rot
had already set in. Eight years later Scott‘s publication of three of Bage‘s novels ought
to have re-established the Staffordshire novelist‘s reputation. Instead, thanks to an
unjust and thoroughly biased criticism in the Quarterly Review by Scott‘s son-in-law, John
Gibson Lockhart, Scott‘s publication dragged Bage‘s reputation down even further (QR
367-8).
In fairness to Hutton it is doubtful whether his published tributes to his friend
had anything to do with the decline in Bage‘s popularity. Much more likely it was the
radical content of Bage‘s writings which instilled fear in the staid minds of late-Georgian
and then Victorian upper-class conservative England. Despite a few progressive writers
and thinkers the English-speaking world was not ready even to consider liberation for
women, or a society free from the hierarchy of master and servant relationships. Nor
was it ready for peace and equality — other virtues Bage embraced in his works.
Of Bage‘s parentage not much is known. In the prefatory memoir by Walter
Scott, his father is dismissed with a single sentence: ―The father of Robert Bage was a
paper-maker at Darley, a hamlet on the river Derwent, adjoining the town of Derby, and
was remarkable only for having had four wives.‖ Thankfully there are a few more details
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available about this ―remarkable‖ man than this terse apology suggests. Hutton himself,
in his memoir of Bage, tells us that Robert‘s mother:
died soon after his birth, when his father removed to Derby, but kept the mill. He quickly
married a second wife, and, as I resided in the same street, and near him, I well remember
he buried her in 1732. He soon procured another, buried her, and ventured upon a fourth,
who survived him. (Memoir 478).

The story, due to a succession of marriages and deaths, now starts to get even more
complex. George Bage, a papermaker at Darley Abbey, is assumed to have been
Robert‘s father from as late as 1979 when Don Peters made the claim without giving a
source (87). Probably using Peters‘ book as his source Maxwell Craven mentions this
too (45). Neither of them give any hint regarding where this information comes from,
which is somewhat frustrating. Nevertheless, it turns out they are, in all probability,
right. But there is still some contention as to who his mother was. If she was the first
of George‘s wives, she would have been the former Mary Bakewell who married the
Darley papermaker on 5 July 1719. Their marriage came to an end a decade later,
brought about by her death. She was buried on 27 February 1729-30 at St Alkmund‘s,
the day before Bage gives as his birthday. Known offspring of the couple include a son
George and a daughter Mary together with the unnamed son mentioned earlier, the one
who most commentators assume to have been Robert. There was also another
daughter, Dorothy, who died as a teenager.10
Eighteen months after Mary (née Bakewell‘s) death George Bage married
Elizabeth Locko at St Werburgh‘s in August 1731.11 Hutton must have had George in
mind as Bage‘s father because he wrote ―I well remember he buried her (his second
wife) in 1732‖ and Elizabeth Bage was buried on 5 December that year at St Peter‘s,
Derby. His third recorded marriage was to another Mary, Mary Seal of Derby on 20
April 1733 at Duffield. Mary‘s burial took place on 28 March 1750 at St Werburgh‘s.
Though he moved quickly in the marriage stakes it leaves the tally of wives at only three
and George Bage appears not to have been much of a mourner.
If Robert Bage was born on the date he gives this would have been between
marriages, but only just. He could only have known his birthday from what his parents,
surrogate parents, or relatives told him. His natural mother was not there to see him
grow up, and if his acting mother was the second Mary Bage, for the bulk of his
childhood she would have had some responsibility for his home education and
upbringing. A comment made in one of his trading letters to Hutton blames a scarcity
of paper on a scarcity of rags. In this he refers to his third mother and quotes one of her
sayings. ―I shall also make a lot of boards (paper). As to blue (paper) I have no rags –
or nearly none. None are to be bought, and my third mother used to tell me once a day
for ten years together You can have no more of a cat than her skin.‖12
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Mary was this third mother and she had on her hands a bright and inquisitive
stepchild, a future beacon in English literature and a literary philosopher. Information
given to Scott claims Bage‘s father had four wives but it does not say if any of these was
Robert‘s real mother. When Hutton wrote his obituary Bage was not around to refute it.
The stationer-historian continued: ―Robert was put to school, so that I did not perfectly
know him till 1735, when he was seven years old. He had made at that age such a
progress in letters, that he was the wonder of the neighbourhood; he was then in the
Latin tongue‖ (Memoir 478).
Childhood memories are not always the most reliable, especially regarding
progeny belonging to another peer group than one‘s own, and Hutton may be a year or
two out with this and other recollections despite his self-acclaimed phenomenal
memory. On the other hand he may have known more than he was prepared to tell in
an attempt to protect his friend from biographical revelations which, if generally known,
could have hurt Bage‘s family. Or Bage, a secretive man in some respects, may have told
his friend no more than he thought prudent until the time his death approached.
Hutton and Bage were of different age groups, Hutton being born in 1723. The most
likely explanation for Hutton‘s editing of Bage‘s letters is to protect his friend‘s family,
and if Robert Bage was the illegitimate son of George, it would be a good reason why
this protection was afforded.
While this is most probable it is also possible that Robert was brought up by his
grandfather, Charles Bage. It is known that Charles Bage was living at Darley Abbey in
1735,13 but very little else is known of him. According to IGI (International
Genealogical Index) records, he appears to have come from a dissenting background,14
and his wife, Margery, was buried at St Alkmund‘s in the autumn of 1734.15 Charles
Woolley Bage, Robert and Elizabeth‘s eldest son, was almost certainly named after him,
since there is no-one called Charles on the Woolley side. It was not uncommon in the
eighteenth century for craftsmen, like papermakers, to raise orphaned apprentices as
their own children, so this possibility cannot be eliminated either. His father, be it real
or surrogate, is in all probability George, who according to Hutton, was living on Full
Street in the early eighteen thirties. This same George Bage was an innkeeper with a
public house in the centre of Derby: the Ostrich, on Sadler Gate. By 1737 he was selling
paper from this inn and seeking rags and other raw materials from the public. Hutton
says he moved to Derby and kept the mill at Darley and from this advertisement he was
clearly still connected with the paper-trade. The tenancy for the Ostrich was on the
property market in George Bage‘s name, although it is not known whether the inn
changed hands.16 The cat adage repeated by Robert‘s third mother once a day for ten
years together, and the birth-date Bage gives himself, would have put him at thirteen
when he was no longer hearing its repetition. It is not implausible that at this age, or
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thereabouts, Robert became apprentice to a papermaker at Darley Abbey Paper Mill,
where he learnt the trade which would eventually provide for him and his family.
Another intrigue tends to suggest that John Bage of Stanton, brother of George,
may have been a parent or guardian of Robert. This suggestion comes from a statement
that Jane Bage, later Mrs Boultbee, was a ―near relative of the novelist‖ (Bishop 210).
Poet and essayist William Hayley, whose whole family were fond devotees of the works
of Bage, passed on this information to his brother when he met John Boultbee, son of
the former Jane Bage, at Lord Egremont‘s estate, Petworth. Egremont and Hayley were
both patrons of the arts and John Boultbee, like his twin brother, Thomas, was a trained
artist (Bishop 210). It is the will of John Bage which reveals Robert to be John‘s
nephew, and thus Jane Bage his cousin.17 This last will and testament almost certainly
confirms that Robert was the son of George Bage, and the younger brother to George
Bage junior. It also reveals that he had an aunt Margery.18 She married Philip Pattenden
on 2 July 1742 at Mortlake, Surrey.19
It is surprising to find that in March and April 1753 Robert Bage was advertising
the tenancy for Darley Abbey Paper Mill and the nearby house in which he, his wife and
their new baby, Charles, had lived for the first two years of their marriage.20 It brings
into question why young Robert had suddenly been left in charge of the mill. The
answer relates to a spate of deaths. John Bage, then servant to Sir Henry Harper of
Calke, and uncle to Robert died in 1746, the same year that Robert‘s grandfather,
Charles, passed away. Robert‘s elder brother, George, died in 1747.21 The last of this
unfortunate run of deaths was Robert‘s third mother herself, Mary Bage, who was buried
at the end of March 1750. True to character Robert‘s father, George, would again
remarry less than twelve months after Mary‘s death, taking Hannah Marsh as his bride.
They were married at the little village church of Dalbury, not in George Bage‘s parish
church of St Werburgh‘s. Hannah became the fourth of George‘s wives, and thus the
one who Hutton quite rightly states outlived him. There was not the same obligation for
mourning imposed on men as there was on women but it seems George was no sooner
free from one relationship, than he became involved in another. Remembering that
Hutton said that after the death of Robert‘s real mother, George moved to Derby and
quickly married a second wife, the possibility that Robert‘s mother was unmarried at the
time of her death is strong, although much hinges on the interpretation of the word
―quickly‖.
If the Huttons deliberately concealed the truth of Bage‘s birth, what was the
purpose? Had Bage concealed it from his family? The stigma of being born illegitimate
or orphaned crops up time and again in his novels, and young women giving birth
outside of marriage are just as frequent. James Wallace (1788) is ―nobody‘s whelp‖ (I. 26),
Gregory Glen, in Hermsprong (1796), is the ―son of nobody‖ (I, 3), Thomas and Ann
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Sutton are orphans in Mount Henneth (1782), and Honoria Warren is presumed orphaned
in The Fair Syrian (1787). It is true that other novelists of the century had bastard
protagonists like Fielding‘s Tom Jones (1749) and, to all intents and purposes, Defoe‘s
Moll Flanders (1722), and since orphans engender sympathy in their readers‘ minds this is
a literary device unlikely to go out of fashion for long. What makes Bage different is his
support for the ―fallen woman‖ in a way that no novelist up to then had then shown,
and few would show support in the century to come. Sixteen year-old Kitty Ross in
Barham Downs (1784) is seduced and made pregnant outside of marriage then abandoned
by her seducer, Corrane. She is forced out by her family and in attempting to reunite
with Corrane in Ireland she is raped en-route which brings on a miscarriage. Caralia, in
Mount Henneth, is raped in the Far East by soldiers, yet Foston, who rescues her, does
not despise her, as might be expected, but goes on to marry her instead. Kitty Ross too
marries well, the lawyer William Wyman. In his support for the ―fallen woman‖
Faulkner observes that ―Bage is expressing the emerging feminist attitude which is to
find fullest embodiment in Mary Wollstonecraft‖ (Faulkner 41).
George Bage‘s marriage to Hannah Marsh took place eighteen months before
Robert Bage himself married Elizabeth Woolley at Mackworth All Saints, Derby.
Hannah Bage bore a son, John, who was christened at St Werburgh‘s in 1752, and who
thus became Robert‘s only surviving half-brother. Robert‘s father, George Bage, died in
1766 and John Bage is found in occupation of Darley Abbey paper mill at the beginning
of 1781 when his name appears on an insurance policy of the Evans family who owned
the mills (Shorter 152). His mother, Hannah, would die in 1780, confirming Hutton‘s
account that George‘s fourth wife outlived him. In April 1781 John married Henrietta
Turner of Duffield Inn. The will of Hannah Bage, a widow, was administered by John
in which administration he is described as being a yeoman of Derby. We know that this
is the half-brother of Robert Bage from one letter in which the novelist, once more
criticising Hutton for his meanness, writes in 1782 that because Hutton had only paid his
―brother,‖ as Bage called him, 5/9d per bundle instead of 6/- the Darley papermaker
had promised his next lot to Brown and Bentley, a rival Birmingham stationers, for
6/3d, and Bage told Hutton his ―brother‖ must keep his promise.22
Many eighteenth and nineteenth century authors began by writing anonymously.
It was the fashion. But success nearly always brought them out into the open. This is
not the case with Bage. Why did none of his Lunar associates ever mention him by
name and scarcely even his novels? It is as though there was a deliberate brief, to which
Bage himself was party, to avoid all references to his existence. After all as an author he
was just as popular as Thomas Day and Maria Edgeworth and was probably read more
widely than Anna Seward. Was the possibility of bastardy enough alone to prevent him
from acknowledging his successes or was there a possibility of scandal? Was he a son of
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nobility, or even royalty? Inherited titles and those who laid claim to them are singled
out for special condemnation by Bage in all his novels. But while he might occasionally
dip his nib into a well of nitrous acid he always manages to mix in a little zinc for levity,
as Priestley, or rather, Humphrey Davy might have done before administering
anaesthesia. End results from this admixture produce light-hearted, sometimes muddleheaded, caricatures of peers of the realm and other worthies.
While his ancestry remains in doubt his birth-date does not. Hutton, and later
his daughter Catherine, claimed Bage, at the time of his death, was seventy-three. This
was not true. A monumental stone laid four years after his death, possibly influenced by
Hutton‘s claim or a misunderstanding of the obituaries, puts him at seventy-two.
Accounts at the time of his death agree to his age. The European Magazine, Gentleman’s
Magazine, Derby Mercury and the Staffordshire Advertiser all say he died in the seventy-second
year of his age, that is, aged seventy-one.23 Tamworth parish register of St Editha‘s gives
his age as seventy-one. Bage told William and Catherine Hutton he was seventy in 1800
and seventy-one in 1801. He told William Godwin he was sixty-seven in 1797.24 The
evidence is overwhelming. Bage was a man of great personal integrity and honesty who
believed ―fraud is beneath a man‖ (Memoir 478). Whatever other speculation exists
about parentage it cannot reasonably be doubted that his birthday was 11 March 1730
(new style), 28 February 1729 (old style).
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B.L.S., 486802 11 R 29.
6
ibid.
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P.M.
8
B.L.S., 486802 11 R 29. (See letters of 19 Oct. 1796, 2 Apr. 1797, 11 Oct. 1798 and in particular
one dated 16 June 1801 in which Bage castigates Hutton for not keeping separate accounts for the mills
at Elford and Shugborough.)
9
B.L.S., M.S. letter, IIR 12 L52.41, at the back of W.Hutton, A Trip to Coatham, M.S.
10
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11
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Green United Methodist or Free Church, Selaston, Nottingham (IGI). Charles Bache married Margery
Harryson at Ashbourne, Derbyshire. The dates are identical; 30 April 1691. Bache is an alternative
spelling of Bage which I have also come across in a document relating to Robert‘s wife.
15
Buried. Margery wife of Charles Bage (St Alkmund‘s P. R.).
16
Derby Mercury, 25 May 1737. (I am grateful to Maxwell Craven for this lead).
17
Will of John Bage, PRO: Probate 11/756.
18
Philip Pattenden married Margery Bage at Mortlake, Surrey on 20 July 1742 (IGI index).
19
IGI records: http://www.familysearch.org/ batch number M013353.
20
Derby Mercury, 30/3/1753 to 6/4/1753.
21
John Bage buried 02 March 1746/47, Charles Bage buried 10 June 1746, St Alkmund‘s, George Bage,
buried 13 June 1747 at St Alkmund‘s (Parish records).
22
486802 IIR 29, Birmingham Local Studies, Bage‘s letters to William Hutton, 3 December 1782.
23
The European Magazine, XL: 238. Gentleman's Magazine, LXXI (pt.2, London 1801), 862. Derby Mercury,
Thursday, 10 Sep. 1801, 4, col. 3. Staffordshire Advertiser, Sep 12 1801.
24
M.W Letters, 398-9.

TEXTUAL PROVENANCE THROUGH THE MALE AND FEMALE
NAMES IN THE FINDERN MANUSCRIPT
ANNA GOTTSCHALL

Although referred to conventionally as the Findern Manuscript, Cambridge University
Library MS Ff.1.6 could have belonged to any number of influential Derbyshire families
associated with regional networks of manuscript exchange. In this article I will argue
that the names and signatures written within the manuscript offer an invaluable source
of evidence, suggesting that the families mentioned directly contributed to the
construction and readership of the Findern Manuscript. Local history records indicate
that the families of Frauncis, Cotton, Hungerford and Shirley, named in the manuscript,
were intricately interconnected through bonds of matrimony, kinship and geographical
proximity. The families provided original contributions to the manuscript, developed
their writing skills, offered their individual annotations and provided or copied excerpts
from the source material.
This article considers both male and female names written in the Findern
Manuscript. The first half of the analysis focuses on the appearance of female names as
a means to connect the manuscript with specific local gentry families. The second half
of the article considers the role of male names in the Findern Manuscript. The male
names refer primarily to estate servants and thus provide a means of investigating the
cultural importance of literary agents in the dissemination of ideas amongst the noble
households of Derbyshire. The use of scribes as literary agents is one of the unexplored
means by which the Findern and other families operated. In this respect they were
similar to the Paston family, who notably used scribes in the circulation of private
correspondence (Davis).
The Female Names. One of the signs of female involvement in the manuscript’s
compilation is the presence of two female names – Elizabeth Cotton and Elizabeth
Frauncis – which appear at the conclusion of the romance commonly referred to as Sir
Degrevant (ff.96r-109v). Since these names appear in the place of scribal signatures the
implication is that the two women copied out the romance. If they did not undertake
the copy then the method of its “signing” awards them ownership indirectly.1 Robbins
states that the hand which wrote “Elisabet koton” on f.109v also copied the second half
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of Sir Degrevant (ff.100r-109v) and Hoccleve’s Epistre de Cupide (ff.71r-76v) (626-627).2
Harris disagrees with Robbins, proposing that the two signatures are in the same hand
and therefore written by the self-same woman (317).
O’Mara, however, remains
unconvinced that the two signatures are in the same hand or that either hand is
responsible for copying any part of Sir Degrevant (90-91).3
Several other important female names appear on various pages of the manuscript
and offer a more nuanced understanding of networks of cultural exchange. “Elizabet
Frauncys” is written on f.109v in a hand that, according to Beadle and Owen, greatly
resembles the writing style of the second scribe of the text (viii). This suggests that the
manuscript originates from south Derbyshire and provides a connection with the
Finderns. The Frauncis family resided in Foremark, three miles south east of Findern,
and there is a record of the marriage of Elizabeth Frauncis and John Findern (fl. 1476)
(Metcalfe, “Derbyshire” 134-35, Harris 303). Similar connections tie these families to
the Port family – John Frauncis (fl. 1509-1510, 1543-1544) married Barbara, daughter of
Sir John Port and her sister married George Findern (Robbins 627). “Elizabet Koton,”
whose name appears at the end of Sir Degrevant, was presumably a member of the Cotton
family of nearby Hamstall Ridware in Staffordshire. Hamstall Ridware is approximately
fifteen miles south west of Foremark and a similar distance from Findern. Elizabeth
was the wife of Sir Richard Cotton (Burke and Burke 136), and she appears to have lived
at the same time as Elizabeth Frauncis, wife of John Findern.
According to Casson, the two different scribal hands that occur within Sir
Degrevant are found within different booklets (1949:xii). The watermark evidence dates
the first booklet to c.1423-27 and the second to c.1453 (Briquet). Casson suggests that
the second booklet dates to c.1446-61 as evidenced by The cronekelys of seyntys and kyngys of
yngelond (ff.110r-113r). The text ends during the first reign of Henry VI (1422-1461).
This suggests that the text could not have been written before this date. These dates fit
with those associated with Elizabeth Frauncis and support the theory that the two
women were contemporaries. However, watermarks can only be used to date the paper,
not the signatures. The signatures could have been written any time after the production
of the paper. Hanna suggests that the text was copied from a split exemplar by the two
scribes (63-64). He proposes that the join in the two stints was not accurately executed
as the last leaf of the first quire has been cancelled without loss of material, indicating
the first scribe was not given enough copy to fill the quire completely. Such evidence is
highly speculative and reveals nothing concrete about the relationship of the two scribes.
One possibility is that the two scribes knew one another but did not work closely
together. Another possibility is that they did not know each other and that the second
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scribe finished the work. The occurrence of the signatures thus can be used to vindicate
the possibility that the scribes were connected.
The names of Margery Hungerford and Anne Shirley appear as marginalia among
“filler items” on blank folios. These items include more than a dozen lyrics, a record of
a “rekenyng be twne Iohn wylsun et mester fynderne” (f.59v) as well as an inventory of
“parcellys off clothys at fyndyrn” (f.70r) (McNamer, “Female Authors” 281). These
names do not appear to be connected with specific texts, and may be pen trials or
handwriting practice.
A late-fifteenth-century hand inserts the name of “Margery Hungerford” in the
top margin of f.20v. Robbins and Harris suggest that Margery may refer to Mary, or that
Margery may have been a relation of Mary Hungerford (Robbins 627, Harris 305). Mary
Hungerford was born c.1467 and her second marriage was to Sir Richard Sacheverell in
1509 (Robbins 627). Sir Richard and Sir Henry Sacheverell are named as supervisors
and Ralph Sacheverell as an executor of the will of Thomas Findern who died in 1525
(Raine 210). There is also a record of a marriage between Ralph’s daughter Mary, sister
of Richard, to Thomas Findern (Metcalfe, “Derbyshire” 135).4
Another contemporary name appears on f.118r, that of “Anne Schyrley.”
Robbins proposes that the same hand that wrote the name also copied La Belle Dame sans
Mercy (ff.117r-134v) (626-627).5 Anne can be identified as belonging to the Shirley
family of Ettington in Warwickshire, Staunton Harold in Leicestershire (eight miles
south east of Findern) or Shirley in Derbyshire (nine miles north east of Findern). At
least four persons named “Anne Shirley” can be traced amongst these families between
the 1480s and 1520s (Seaton 87). There appears to be a close connection between the
Shirley and Frauncis families at the time of the manuscript’s production. The above
families are related through the marriage of Anne, daughter of Sir Thomas Clinton, to
Robert Frauncis in 1423. Moreover, Anne’s half sister, Margaret Saunton, married Ralph
Shirley (d. 1466) (Metcalfe, “Derbyshire” 134) and Joyce Findern married Thomas
Shirley (Robbins 627).
The Shirleys of Staunton Harold can be linked to another important manuscript
Cambridge, St John’s College, MS 264: Lady Margaret’s Horae. Another Anne, daughter
of Sir Henry Vernon of Haddon and second wife of Sir Ralph Shirley (d. 1517) received
a book of hours as a gift from Lady Margaret Beaufort according to Shirley’s records in
the Stemmata Shirleiana (58). The inscription on f.12v, which is reproduced in Scott’s
Collegium Divi Johannis Evangelistae (plate xiv), reads:
my good lady Shyrley pray for
me that gevythe yow thys boke
I hertely pray yow / Margaret/
moder to the kynge
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James’s catalogue description, however, identifies “lady Shyrley” as the wife of
Richard Shirley. Richard Shirley was bailiff to Lady Margaret Beaufort’s manor in Ware,
Hertford.6 It is unlikely that the wife of a bailiff would be referred to as a lady by
someone with the social standing of Lady Margaret Beaufort, and therefore the theory
proposed in the Stemmata Shirleiana is more plausible. In either circumstance the
manuscript was presented to one of the ladies who had married into the Shirley family
and highlights the family’s connection with royalty.
The interrelation of these families implies that the manuscript may be distantly
associated with the Findern family. Ownership of the manuscript remains unclear until
it appears in the collection of Sir Thomas Knyvett (c.1539-1618) of Ashwellthorpe in
Norfolk (McKitterick 163 no.55). The Cotton pedigree is recorded in The Visitation of the
County of Warwick which states that Richard Cotton of Woodcote in Warwickshire, son
of Richard Cotton of Welton in Northamptonshire and nephew of Thomas Cotton II
(d. 1519), married Katherine the daughter of one Roger Knyvett of Whitchurch in
Shropshire (second wife) (Fetherston 305). From an evaluation of the documentary and
palaeographical evidence, Harris deduces that the manuscript belonged to the families of
one of these women before coming into the hands of the Finderns (McNamer, “Female
Authors” 281). Harris’s evidence further indicates the wide ranging textual interests in
the poetry of the Findern Manuscript held by affluent women living in secular and
gentry communities located as far away from the cultural circles in London as
Derbyshire. This has great consequence when studying networks of information
exchange as it implies that provincial women followed metropolitan tastes, especially in
relation to the courtly love tradition.
Texts radiated out from the metropolitan centre through a variety of methods.
Lords and ladies may have given texts as gifts and important employees may have been
presented with texts to take home to their families. This can be illustrated from
dedicatory epistles found within extant manuscripts, as already mentioned, with the book
of hours given to one of the Anne Shirleys by Lady Margaret Beaufort. Also, this system
of literary dissemination is evident from wills and bequests in which we find that books
were passed down through generations and also between families. In 1453 Joan
Newmarch was a resident at Saint Bartholomew’s Priory, London.7 At the time of her
demise in the same year, she bequeathed several books of hours to relations and friends
(Kingsford 98-99). Lady Joan Clinton, a contemporary of Joan Newmarch also resident
at Saint Bartholomew’s, mentions members of the Shirley and Frauncis families in her
will, which is dated 1457-1458 (Nicholas 284-286).
The literary implications of the social links between families are vast. The fact
that the gentry families mentioned are connected, in some vein, through ties of marriage,
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suggests that texts were circulated as part of a technique by which interesting discoveries
could be shared. It is also possible that other families were encouraged to write within
the Findern manuscript as an autograph book. Such a practice is evident within the
manuscript, with the array of signatures detailing familiar names from the local gentry.
These noble families may have had ties to courtly and aristocratic circles. Within
the social hierarchy, middle class families were often invited to court at the request of
the King; they could have travelled to London on business, met with members of
peerage or visited kin who belonged to a courtly household or circle. This hypothesis
seems to be plausible in relation to the Shirley family. John Shirley worked as a scrivener
and literary craftsman in London, although he occupied this role before the Findern
Manuscript was completed. There is a critical consensus that he owned or had access to
a broad selection of literature in Latin, French, and English, and works written in both
prose and verse, as well as covering different categories of devotional, historical, and
didactic material (Boffey and Thompson 283-287).
An additional connection existed between the circulation of texts and the Shirley
family. Sir Thomas Clinton, the father of Anne Shirley, who married Robert Frauncis
in 1423, functioned as the Controller of the Royal Household during the reigns of Henry
V and Henry VI (Harris 305). Members of the Shirley family were thus conceivably
associated with the court and this exists as a means by which “good” quality texts spread
from London into Derbyshire.
A similar route of textual circulation and cultural exchange could be assumed of
the other families of Derbyshire, but evidencing these networks is beyond the scope of
this article. What can be said is that gentry society was strongly interconnected,
especially through marriage, and that this highlights networks by which texts could have
circulated. Such connections indicate the provenance of texts, implying that the owners
of the manuscript followed national literary tastes.
The Male Names. Three male names appear in the manuscript but the individuals
associated with these names are difficult to identify. An extract from Chaucer’s Legend of
Good Women (“Tale of Thisbe” ff.64r-67v) is signed “nicholaus plenus amoris” (f.67v).
Nothing is currently known about this scribe.8 On f.42v The Parlement of Foules (ff.29r42v) is signed “W.Caluerley.” Calverley collaborated with an unnamed scribe in the
copying of this item. He too is untraceable in local history records. Another scribe
copied The Seven Deadly Sins (f.58v) and Chaucer’s Complaint unto his Purse (f.59r). He
signed himself “lewestoun” at the end of each text. Neither Calverley nor Leweston
seem to be the names of local families. Furthermore, the Calverley family have been
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identified as descending from Calverley in Yorkshire (Clay 167-172), and the Leweston
family from Leweston in Dorset (Metcalfe, “Hertfordshire” 96).
Hammond suggests that the rebus of a barrel, fish and scroll, appearing on f.l37v
and f.139r, may represent “Lewestoun” (luce-tun) (344). Robbins notes that the rebus
appears “in the exact same form” in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud misc. 658 (629).
On the last leaf of this small parchment manuscript (f.63r) the rebus with the scroll
reading “A god when” appears in the same hand as that in the Findern Manuscript,
albeit the scribe is presumably absent from the copying of the previous item. Robbins
proposes that “A god when” stands for Godwin and this is possible for a similar rebus
appears in London, British Library, MS Harley 7333, representing Stockton of
Stoughton (Harris 303 fn.32). Although the association of Hugh Shirley with the manor
of Stockton is coincidental, it is worth noting that the Stemmata Shirleiana records this as
his place of descent (Shirley 46-60).
Perhaps the difficulty in identifying the scribes endorses Beadle and Owen’s
position that Calverley, Leweston and Nicholas “plenus amoris” were “estate servants of
the type who acted extensively as amanuenses for the Paston family” (1977:xvi). The
Pastons’ fifteenth-century collection of letters contains items from women which were
dictated to clerks or chaplains acting as scribes (Pearsall 425). This practice could be
similar to the production methods employed in the Findern Manuscript (McNamer,
“Female Authors” 279-310).
Four remaining names contribute to an increased understanding of the
manuscript’s origins. One of the male names is difficult to attach to any known
personality. “Sharesmith” is written upside-down in the lower margin of f.10v and, in
the same hand, “Sharesmyth” and “Sharesmyth / Willelmus” appear in mirror writing in
the right margin of f.19r (Grazebrook 64). Grazebrook mentions a Richard Sharesmyth
as a jury member for the Inquisition Post Mortem on the 15th October 1432 of
Constance Sutton, whose father was Lord Dudley of Barton, Derbyshire (d. 1406) (64).
This Sharesmyth record conveniently locates the family within the provincial area.
Another name can be associated with southern Derbyshire during the sixteenthcentury. The name “ffrancIs Cruker” appears in the lower margin of f.65v; “ffrances
Cruker”9 appears on blank f.95v; and “Crvker” occurs in the lower margins of f.63v.
These names appear to be in the same hand. Robbins argues that the hand which wrote
“ffraunces Cruken” on f.95v also wrote the prose chronicles of seyntys and kyngys of
yngelond on ff.110r-113r (626-627).10 Francis (Frances) Cruker has not been identified at
present. John Crewker, however, was an executor of Thomas Findern’s will (d. 1525),
and Crewker’s family held the Derbyshire manor of Twyford11 (Beadle and Owen viii,
xvi). Furthermore, three John Crewkers are recorded within local documents. Firstly, in
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November 1420, a John Crewker appears as a witness to a conveyance of land from
Joan Findern, widow of John, to be held in trust for her son, Robert (Jeayes 157
no.1280). Secondly, a document dated 22 October 1443 records a grant of lands in
Twyford and Stenson to Robert Frauncis. One of the witnesses was John Crewker
(Jeayes 306 no.2411). Finally, on the 2 September 1495, John Crewker received a grant
of lands in Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire, and amongst the witnesses to this
document was Robert Sacheverell (Jeayes 139 no.1123).
In a late-fifteenth to mid-sixteenth-century script is the name Richard Lathbury
in a memorandum on f.59v. The memorandum states:
A rekenyng be twne Iohn wylsun et mester fynderne
Item furst tyme that I went into lester shyre w’
richard lathbery I spent iij for my selfe et myh
hors Item iij anoder tyme wen I went to mester
richard w’ for

Seaton, and Beadle and Owen observe that Richard Lathbury is mentioned in the
will of Thomas Findern (d.1525) (Seaton 86, Beadle and Owen viii). None of the family
pedigrees from Cadeby in south Leicestershire, Egginton in Derbyshire (south east of
Findern) or Lathbury in Holme (north Derbyshire) mention a Richard Lathbury
(Metcalfe, “Derbyshire” 228). Robbins notes that the names of Findern and Lathbury
are associated as early as 1420 (628). The will of Thomas Findern sheds some light on
the names of Lathbury, Crewker and Margery Hungerford (Raine 208-211). Among the
recipients of his bequest is a Richard Lathbere (Metcalfe, “Derbyshire” 228) and Findern
names as executor of the will “my cousyng, John Crewker” (Jeayes 139 no.1123, 306
no.2411).12
The fourth name implies the continued association of the manuscript with the
Cotton family. As previously mentioned, evidence suggests that Elizabeth Cotton may
have copied Sir Degrevant – “cotun” is inscribed in the right margin of f.72r and “cotton”
appears again in the right hand margin of f.76r. Finally, the name “Thomas Cotun” is
included in a supplementary note, probably in another hand dating to the early sixteenth
century. This note is written upside-down in the lower margin of f.139v. Thomas
Cotton was probably a descendant of William Cotton, with the male line including four
Thomas Cottons in succession, all from Conington in Huntingdonshire (Jeayes 303).
The last Thomas Cotton (MP for Huntington 1557-1558) married Elizabeth, daughter of
Francis Shirley of Staunton Harold, Leicestershire, further strengthening the evidence
for a relationship between those families associated with the Findern Manuscript (Shirley
61).
In conclusion, the connection between local families is clearly reflected in the
evidence of names written within the manuscript. Further research is needed on the
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connections between the families and on their relations to the manuscript. Future
research could concentrate on the geographical area of Derbyshire and its surrounding
counties in greater detail – employing expertise in dialectology, palaeography, genealogy,
and local history. Such an approach could build an increasingly detailed picture of a
local community, simplify recognition of the products of the same scribes, and identify
local authors by their work, if not by name.
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Notes
1

See McNamer “Lyrics and Romance” 206-207 and “Female Authors” 281 who follows Beadle and
Owen, Harris and Hanna in assuming the names are scribal signatures.
2
I have identified the copier of the Hoccleve item as the same scribe who copied the first part of the
Parlement of Foules (ff.29r-38r) and parts of La Belle Dame sans Mercy (ff.117r-119v, 123r-126v, 130r134v). This is not the same hand as I have identified as copying the second half of Sir Degrevant and
writing the name of “Elisabet koton.”
3
O’Mara differs greatly from Harris. McNamer “Female Authors” unquestionably accepts Harris’s
findings, whereas Boffey has strong reservations.
4
Ralph (d. 1488); Richard (d. 1534).
5
My research does not agree. I have identified two hands within La Belle Dame sans Mercy (ff.117r-119v,
123r-126v, 130r-134v, and ff.120r-122v, 127r-129v).
6
James 311-313, Cooper 36-37 contains a letter from Lady Margaret to Richard Shirley, bailiff of Ware.
7
Daughter of Sir Hugh Shirley.
8
“Plenus amoris” or “full of love” is a common scribal signature, however, to date no definite reason
for usage has emerged. See Macray 21-22 who cites many other examples.
9
Robbins includes “ffrances kruken” f.65v and “ffraunces Cruken” f.95v within his list of female
names. He provides no evidence to confirm this statement.
10
I disagree with Robbins as I have identified two hands copying this text (ff.110r-112r and f.112r).
11
Five and a half miles from Derby.
12
Thomas Findern’s brother-in-law Sir Richard Sacheverell, who married Mary Hungerford in 1509, is
appointed a supervisor of the will as mentioned earlier (Nichols 394, 508).
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MUCH ADO, SICILIAN STYLE
JAMI ROGERS

In the New Penguin introduction to Much Ado About Nothing, Janette Dillon states “Greg
Doran‟s 2002 production . . . emphasized the dark side as well as the sunlight of
stereotypical Sicily, drawing in the programme notes on Mafioso ideas of manliness to
explain the play‟s highly developed sense of male honour.”1 Michael Dobson, on the
other hand, proclaimed that it was “visually in the Italy of the 1930s [which] made for
elegance and clarity but little more.” Dobson seemed to have objections to the period
setting in general, going on to describe it as a “Merchant-Ivory exercise in poignant
escapism, spared any uncomfortable contemporary references.”2 Both of these
comments, however, are superficial commentaries on the visual aspect of the
production. Dillon‟s comment is neutral, relying heavily on the programme notes, but
Dobson clearly focuses on the visual aspects of the setting to the exclusion of all other
elements. As theatre reception is ultimately subjective, it is not possible to categorically
insist that Dobson‟s perception is incorrect, but this does demonstrate a naivety in the
analysis of period setting in Shakespearean production. Michael Kahn, the artistic
director of the Shakespeare Theatre in Washington, D.C., in a conversation with Ralph
Berry, usefully separated the types of period setting in Shakespeare into two distinct
categories: “décor” and “concept,” as recounted by Berry: “By „décor‟ [Kahn] means a
period style that is chosen for its visual elegance and offers a purely cosmetic way of
dressing up the text. „Concept‟ means that in pointing to a particular set of national and
historical circumstances via the costumes, the director marks close and striking affinities
with the realities of the text.”3 Rather than being a décor period setting, as Dobson
seems to assert in his comments about Merchant-Ivory and escapism, in this article I
propose that Doran and his actors integrated the setting with the action in the text.
Gregory Doran set his production of Much Ado About Nothing in the Sicily of
1936. According to John Hopkins, who played Claudio, the production was presented
to the cast as a “fait accompli” when rehearsals began.4 As the director's concept was
already in place, the actors worked within its confines in order to produce their
rendering of Shakespeare‟s play. Doran‟s rationale for setting the play in Sicily can be
found in a piece on the production in Focus magazine. During a holiday, Doran had
“found that present day life on the island reflected many of the issues in Shakespeare‟s
play – issues regarding the place of women, the church and the law. And, of course, the
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heat, symbolised in the raging tempers of the characters.”5 Hopkins elaborated that
Doran had been looking for a setting that had “strong religious elements”6 contained
within it. Therefore, two interlocking issues are relevant in both Elizabethan England
and the Sicilian culture chosen by Doran: patriarchy and its obsessive guarding of a
woman‟s chastity. Both of these issues were paramount in the construction and playing
of Doran‟s Sicilian Much Ado.
Two statements confirm that Doran‟s observations of Sicilian culture have
parallels with the Elizabethan culture of Shakespeare‟s play. Laura Gowing asserts that
in early modern England, “[the] honour of the household is invested in a monogamous
sexual bond, a joint marital honour which gives words like „cuckold‟ and „whore‟
implications for both partners.”7 Giving credence to Doran‟s assertion that present day
life in Sicily has parallels with Elizabethan mores, Maureen Giovanni states that in Sicily,
there is an “overt identification between female chastity and family honour.”8
Thematically, Shakespeare explores these issues, particularly the notion that daughters
are their father‟s property in marriage, in many of his plays. The expectation of this is
seen in Much Ado, as Hero will be, as Antonio says, “ruled by [her] father” (2.1.459) in
the choice of husband. The other conviction is that she should – and will – be, as
Claudio enquires, “a modest young lady” (1.1.157) – “modest” meaning, of course,
chaste. The societal code that women were expected to be chaste is of such paramount
importance in both Elizabethan England and twentieth century Sicily, that a woman‟s
chastity is directly linked to a family‟s honour in both ages. Blok, in fact, states that in
Sicily honour is at stake when “property rights are wilfully infringed…[For instance,]
when the chastity of a woman is violated.”10 To this end, the Sicilians have a code called
sfregio that “literally means the disfigurement or mutilation of someone‟s face by cutting
his cheek with a knife so as to leave a long, visible scar as a lasting mark of dishonour.”11
The Elizabethan parallel for sfregio becomes apparent when Hero is supposed dead in
order to save her honour. It is also present in the deadly earnest in which Beatrice
instructs Benedick to “Kill Claudio” (4.1.288). In both Elizabethan England and Sicilian
culture, female chastity and honour are mixed in what can be a lethal combination.
That Doran and his cast paid particular attention to the place setting of Sicily is
evident in the extensive research undertaken regarding the island‟s culture during the
rehearsal period. The production records contain a folder with a variety of topics
separated into plastic wallets including “Silician People,” “the Order of Low Mass,” an
excerpt “From „The Leopard,‟” “Sicilian Character,” “Image of Women and Virgin
Mary,” “Catholicism” and “Sicilian Courting.”12 The archive also preserves a sign-out
sheet for a variety of research materials, including books and videos. This shows that
the acting company undertook their own personal exploration of Sicilian life, a fact
corroborated by John Hopkins, who told me that he had read The Leopard, which he
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described as being about “the laziness of Sicily”. Hopkins also mentioned that he had
looked at the early Godfather films, which were also viewed by other members of his cast,
according to the production records.13 The fruits of this research are perceptible in the
programme notes as well as evident within the production itself, in the way that each
dealt with the dominant Sicilian issues which Doran cites as relevant to Shakespeare‟s
play, particularly the place of women in that society. The research that Doran‟s cast
engaged in during rehearsals helped them to establish the underlying themes of
patriarchy, honour, and the violence of Sicilian society, all of which combined to
stunning effect in their staging of Act 4, Scene 1. As John F. Cox notes, “Actors have
often attempted to soften Claudio‟s rejection of Hero.”14 However, in the Sicilian
milieu, as I will demonstrate, that is exactly what Hopkins, as Claudio, did not do. Had
he alleviated Hero‟s humiliation, it would have played against the patriarchal honour
culture that the production had assimilated.
In accordance with Doran‟s desire to show a society where religion is paramount,
the church scene (Act 4, Scene 1) was performed under the watchful eye of a large statue
of the Virgin Mary. The research preserved in the archive shows that the production‟s
personnel were aware of the prominence of the Madonna in Sicilian life. The statue was
a powerful symbolic image because, as Giovanni records:
the virginity of a family‟s unmarried women is a highly valued attribute which both female
and male family members strive to preserve. . . . [I]t is also true that women are socialised
to accept and even desire the role of la Vergine. . . . At [First Communion and
Confirmation] ten and eleven year old pre-pubescent girls don the symbols of purity
(white dress and veil) for the first time and dramatically affirm the idea of virginity which
they are expected to maintain until they appear in church again dressed in white as
brides.15

The theatricality of the Virgin image used by Doran, therefore, established a
subtext that was charged with a patriarchal ideal – both in Elizabethan England and
twentieth-century Sicily – of the importance of a woman‟s chastity. To emphasise this
point, three characters during the course of the scene contemplated the Virgin Mary:
Claudio as he entered, Leonato after Claudio‟s “Out on thee, seeming!” (4.1.55), and
Beatrice on her exit at the end of the scene.16
The imagery which Doran and his designer provided for the church scene,
combined with the actions of the men on the stage, gave Act 4, Scene 1 a patriarchal
aspect rarely seen in performance. As a result, Claudio‟s rejection of Hero at the altar,
with this powerful symbol of chastity looking on, was brutal in its intensity. On
Claudio‟s “There, Leonato, take her back again” (29), the would-be groom pushed Hero,
returning the “soiled” goods to their original owner with a violence that sent Hero
reeling into her father‟s arms, several paces downstage from Claudio. The ferocity of
Claudio‟s anger continued a few lines later as he pulled Hero out of Leonato‟s grasp and
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threw her upstage toward the Madonna statue. Claudio tore off her veil on “But she is
none” (38), throwing the symbol of virginity contemptuously to the ground. When
Hero asked him “And seemed I ever otherwise [chaste] to you?” (54), his rejoinder was
to shout his reply: “Out on thee, seeming!” (55). When she responded to his rant with
“Is my lord well, that he doth speak so wide?” (60), Claudio spat at her feet and walked
away, his honour satisfied by her public humiliation in a bloodless version of sfregio.
When viewed in isolation, it is perhaps difficult to see how Doran‟s setting
combined with the text to give extra impetus to Claudio‟s rejection of Hero. However,
comparing other performances will help corroborate Cox‟s assertion that Hero‟s
rejection is frequently softened, or perhaps more accurately, sanitized. For example, the
archive video shows Ralph Fiennes‟ Claudio (RSC 1988) giving a mellifluous delivery of
lines – a trademark of Fiennes‟ verse speaking – that contained more woe (or
disappointment in his broken engagement, perhaps) than venom. On “There, Leonato,
take her back again” (29), the video shows Claudio pushing Hero‟s arm away from him
and toward her father, but only her arm – the rest of her body remained stationary, the
antithesis of the dynamic between Hopkins‟ Claudio and Kirsten Parker‟s Hero.
Similarly, in 1982 Robert O‟Mahoney‟s Carolinean-dressed Claudio also returned his
bride in a civilized fashion. In this version, Leonato stood upstage of Hero and Claudio
and on “As freely, son, as god did give her me” (24), he clasped his two hands between
theirs – in a gesture of handfasting – and gave away the bride. O‟Mahoney removed his
hand from the grasp on “There, Leonato, take her back again” (29) and slowly backed
away from father and daughter.17 O‟Mahoney‟s action, instead of being that of an alpha
male, showed the audience his inferior position within the gender politics of the scene,
rather than operating as a decisive declaiming of Hero‟s lack of chastity. From these
comparisons, I conclude that the Sicilian setting allows a more sustained onslaught of
Hero in the church scene, with Sicilian ideas of male honour clearly linked in Doran‟s
production to Hero‟s chastity. This subtext encourages extra venom from both Claudio
and, as will be demonstrated next, Leonato during the course of the scene.
In Shakespeare‟s Messina, Leonato is very much the patriarch or, in today‟s
seemingly innocuous parlance, “the man of the house.” Again, the overlaying of Sicilian
patriarchy onto Shakespeare‟s text allowed Doran‟s production to add a dimension to
Leonato‟s character that is often missed in performance: that of a patriarchal tyrant
controlling his family‟s honour. Michael Billington described Gary Waldhorn‟s Leonato
as an “intemperate Sicilian patriarch, [who] genuinely threatens to strike at his daughter‟s
life.”18 Waldhorn displayed Leonato‟s authority with quiet simplicity, embodying the old
actor‟s adage that “less is more,” meaning that often the most powerful actions onstage
are ones where there is a minimum of movement. After Claudio had exited, Leonato
seemed in shock, as he uttered “Hath no man‟s dagger here a point for me?” (107) in a
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daze as his daughter collapsed. It was at this point that Beatrice spoke her first words in
the scene. As Beatrice pleaded “Help, uncle!” (113), Leonato was seated downstage left.
He made no move to revive his daughter as the women hovered around the supine Hero
downstage right. Instead, Leonato responded with “Death is the fairest cover for her
shame” (114), speaking neither too softly nor too loudly, but in a tone of voice whose
normalcy was at odds with this momentous pronouncement. In accordance with Sicilian
notions of male honour, there was no doubt from his delivery that this Leonato‟s
honour would only be satisfied if his daughter were indeed dead. It is significant that
Leonato and the women were separated by approximately half the stage at this moment,
symbolizing the segregation of the sexes that occurred throughout this production.19
As Hero recovered from her faint, Leonato began his answer to the Friar‟s “Yea,
wherefore should she not [look up]?” (117) quietly, saying the first seven lines of his
speech softly. His body was turned away from the women on “Myself would, on the
rearward of reproaches,” (124), almost as though he could not bear to look at his defiled
daughter any longer. But on “Strike at thy life” (125), he shifted in his seat again to face
the women and shouted the words at Hero with venom, demonstrating the repressed
violence of Sicilian society combining with the wound his honour had just suffered.
Although Waldhorn was seated, the quiet power – and sudden force – with which he
delivered his lines reinforced his character‟s authority within this Sicilian society, as well
as his domination over the women on the opposite side of the stage. Waldhorn used
vocal volume sparingly, emphasising key lines rather than shouting through the entire
scene. It was a powerful choice, as shouting throughout a scene often gives the
impression of weakness. (This theatrical truism is perhaps nowhere better expressed
than in Anton Chekov‟s play The Seagull. Here, Konstantin gives an astute description of
his former lover Nina‟s dreadful acting, which is the antithesis of Waldhorn‟s quiet
power: “She always took leading roles, but she played them crudely, tastelessly, shouting
her head off and waving her arms around”20).
Waldhorn continued to moderate his speech, hitting crucial lines to make his
brutal, patriarchal point and on “Confirmed, confirmed” (148), Leonato grew hoarse
with anger. As this five-line speech reached a climax, Waldhorn‟s stillness erupted into
brutality as he lunged for Hero on “Hence from us let her die” (152). The promptbook
records the stage direction for this moment: “[Leonato crosses] to [the] women, pushes
[Beatrice] & [Ursula] away from [Hero]. [Benedick] intercedes, pulls [Leonato] off and
moves him away S[tage] L[eft] back to chair.” The Friar then intervened but, for the
bulk of the cleric‟s speech, Leonato petulantly turned his back on the Friar.21 Leonato
returned to face him in rebuke on “Friar, it cannot be./Thou seest that all the grace that
she hath left/Is that she will not add to her damnation/A sin of perjury” (168-71).
Leonato then shouted, exasperated, the next four words “She not denies it” (172) at the
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Friar, playing the rest of the speech in a lower register which gives “She not denies it”
more emphasis. Like Hopkins‟ Claudio, Waldhorn‟s Leonato was fully embedded in the
Sicilian society which the cast had created. Both Hopkins and Waldhorn exhibited the
Sicilian attitudes toward women and their own honour through a woman‟s chastity,
culminating with the abortive wedding scene.
As with Claudio‟s rejection of Hero at the altar, it is necessary to compare other
productions at the same moment in order to see the unique patriarchal power contained
within Doran‟s Sicilian setting. Antony Brown, who played Leonato in the 1988 RSC
production, was almost constantly pacing – or perhaps fidgeting is more accurate, as he
would pace one or two steps forward then hesitate, returning in the direction from
which he had just come. A specific example visible in the recorded production was
Brown traversing the upstage circular playing space. He did not look at Hero, who had
fainted centre stage and who remained there throughout the bulk of the rest of the
scene, and said “Do not live, Hero” (121) while shaking his head, as if in regret
contrasting with the order that Waldhorn‟s Leonato had issued to his daughter. Even
when Brown moved to attack Hero on “Strike at thy life” (125), his movements were
neither quick nor sudden enough to signify a real threat to his daughter. The
promptbook captures the intention of the movement, recording that “Leon[ato] lunges
at Hero. Caught by Ben[edick] and F[riar] F[rancis]. Ant[onio] moves in from S[tage]
R[ight]. Urs[ula] screams.” However, Brown resisted Benedick and the Friar so little on
the archive video that Benedick appeared to be using excessive force to restrain the older
man; Brown‟s Leonato was in no way controlling the situation. The weakened body
language was evident in other performances of Leonato as well during this scene,
contrasting with Waldhorn‟s imperious Sicilian male.
Meanwhile, Paul Webster‟s Elizabethan-garbed Leonato (RSC 1990) had
collapsed onto the stage floor as Claudio and his cohorts exited. From this position he
began his line “O Fate, take not away thy heavy hand” (115), crawling over to the group
that had surrounded Hero centre stage. Webster‟s tone was relatively strong and he did
vocally take control of the stage. Unfortunately, he delivered his lines whilst on the floor
and, as he was level with the other players rather than towering over them, the
positioning was incredibly weak. The strong vocal tone did not last as he began to
lengthen his vowels, sounding as though he was an unhinged preacher as he spoke “Cry
shaaaame upon her” (121), flailing his arms (in an unwitting parody of Chekov‟s Nina).
He also pointed at Hero, rather than lunging for her and addressing her at first from all
fours. This does not represent the body language of a father in a violent rage and gives
the impression of a man insecure in his reaction to his daughter‟s predicament. On
“Myself would on the rearward of reproaches” (126), he briefly raised himself up onto
his knees and gestured toward the heavens as though making an oath – addressing
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“Strike at thy life” (127) upward, not at Hero, as though asking a higher power to
intervene – then returned to his canine position to address Hero once again. Both
Brown and Webster lacked the ferocity of a father who raged against his daughter for
losing her value in the marriage market and, thus, had brought shame upon his house.
Although academic critics rarely mention the influence of the period setting, as
illustrated by the quotations with which I began this article, the setting was given more
credence by the newspaper critics. For comparative purposes, one production‟s reviews
will suffice. The 1990 version will be used because, in terms of its ethos, it would have
expressed characteristics closest to the Sicilian setting. The reviews for Bill Alexander‟s
production contain ambiguous references to the events in the church: John Gross writes
that the director “recognises the darker elements in the play”22; the Daily Telegraph states
that the “play‟s balance between comedy…and tragedy is nicely maintained”23 without
going into further detail. This was the overall result in a study of the reviews for other
productions as well, and significantly, the church scene did not make it into print, except
with the vaguest of mentions, revolving around the plot aspects. In contrast, reviewers
responded to Doran‟s abortive wedding scene in detail, and the difference highlights the
fact that the same reviewers – the majority of whom had seen more than one production
of Much Ado throughout their careers – had seen a new facet of the play, honed by its
period Sicilian setting. Many of them felt that the church scene made more sense of the
Elizabethan text than any other production. Paul Taylor, for instance, wrote at length
about the church scene:
This milieu, with its macho omerta values, gives a powerfully reinvigorated edge to the
Claudio-Hero subplot and its unlovely exposure of brutal male jealousy and double
standards. A statue of the Virgin Mary is borne in at the head of the wedding procession,
suggesting that this impossible combination of the maternal and the intacta is the Sicilian
male ideal. The production imparts a frightening violence to the scene, with Gary
Waldhorn‟s Leonato having to be restrained from attacking his poor wronged daughter in
a selfish paroxysm of patriarchal face-saving.24

Nicholas de Jongh concurred, arguing that “The Italian emphasis brilliantly
makes sense of the potential tragedy of Hero‟s rejection at the altar by . . . Claudio. It
explains the fierce attack upon her character and the closing of male ranks.”25 In a
similar vein, Charles Spencer opined “I have never seen a more dramatically gripping, or
emotionally distressing, staging of the great scene in which Claudio brutally rejects and
denounces Hero at their wedding, only for her father to turn viciously on her too.”26
Spencer, in his review for the London transfer a few months later, refined his opinion,
stating that “the wedding ceremony is played with real psychological perception and
packs a devastating and painful dramatic punch.”27 Michael Billington concurred,
reporting that he had “rarely seen the church scene . . . better done.”28
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Gregory Doran‟s Sicilian production was clearly integrated to highlight the
patriarchy embedded in the text. He and his cast did this by using a recognisably
religious culture to symbolise Elizabethan mores. By showing the Italian culture, which
prizes a woman's virtue and male honour, Doran made the Elizabethan values inherent
in Shakespeare's play recognisable to a twenty-first century audience. There were
detractors of this choice, however, and the setting did not fit all the facets of the plot.
To say, as Dobson did, that the setting was essentially Merchant-Ivory escapism, is to
miss the point of this particular theatrical performance. It also misjudges, as I have
shown, how much work went into assimilating Sicilian culture to the point where the
wedding scene could become a very powerfully staged theatrical moment, combining
text and setting. Not all period Shakespeare settings are as detailed in their construction
as Doran‟s since many graft an era superficially onto the text in the “décor.” Further
study of those that integrate period setting with the text will, however, illuminate how
this creates an increased dramatic pleasure for spectators, enabling them to better enjoy
viewing contemporary productions. This assessment of one scene will further a
scholarly understanding of what has become an integral, yet overlooked, part of
Shakespearean production.
Excerpts from production records reproduced here are by kind permission of the Royal Shakespeare
Company and the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.
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A CORPUS-BASED ANALYSIS OF THE LEXICAL ITEM
“INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY”
WANG FANG

1 Introduction1
Exploring the meaning of language is essential to understanding the world. Teubert
asserts that “corpus linguistics aims to analyze the meaning of words within texts, or
rather, within their individual context” (140). Words, according to Biber, Conrad and
Reppen (1998), are not lexicon or dictionary entries, but text segments whose elements
exhibit an inherent semantic cohesion which can be made visible through quantitative
analysis of discourse or corpora. This research aims to discuss the meaning of the text
segment international community in two different discourse communities: British and
Chinese, which represent two typical discourse communities in Western and Asian
countries respectively. Looking at the different collocations and grammatical structures
within which international community occurs provides a corpus-based analysis. The
GuCorpus constitutes articles from The Guardian newspaper and the PdCorpus is made
up of articles from the People’s Daily newspaper in China. These corpora have been
compiled to serve the aforementioned research purposes. Through a comparative
analysis, this article aims to explore the different ways in which the lexical item
international community is used, and how the term‟s different meanings are constructed and
understood. The analysis will “reveal and clarify how underlying ideologies are inscribed
in and mediated through the linguistic system” (Caldas-Coulthard x).
2 Theoretical considerations, data collection and research methodology
2.1 Research context and theoretical considerations
Teubert asserts that there is a lexical meaning indicating what any given word means in a
certain context and how it is to be used, and that there is encyclopedic knowledge (or
meaning) that signifies what the word stands for within the framework of the English
language (2004). Therefore, if we analyze the lexical meanings of the lexical item
international community in different discourse communities by looking at what has been
said about it and how it is used, we will find that its meanings can differ in the ideology
it conveys.
Stubbs (28) posits that “language should be studied in actual, attested, authentic
instances of use, not as intuitive, invented, isolated sentences.” Corpus linguistics, the
study of linguistic phenomena through large collections of machine-readable texts
(corpora), is not interested in the meaning of isolated words outside their relevant
context. Instead, corpus linguistics is interested in the meaning of semantically
connected text segments, extracted from discourse, or in practice, from the corpus
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(Teubert 2001). In many cases, certain words co-occur with other words or with word
clusters which share common features. Thus, they reinforce each other and display more
specific and accurate meaning within certain contexts. In this way, people understand the
meaning of language through the process of negotiation (the way that language is being
talked about and understood), which is reflected in all kinds of texts.
Furthermore, comparing two specialized corpora is a useful way of revealing
opposing stances or ideologies concerned with the same topic. This type of comparative
study is supported by Sinclair‟s comment that “any stretch of language has meaning only
as a sample of an enormously large body of text; it represents the results of a
complicated selection process, and each selection has meaning by virtue of all the other
selections which might have been made, but have been rejected” (76-77). Thus, the
different selections made in two specialized corpora will be shown through comparative
analysis.
Hunston gives a brief explanation of the background of Critical Linguistics,
which, to a great extent, can be regarded as the substitute of Critical Discourse Analysis,
when she comments upon the corpus use in studying language and ideology:
A growing concern in applied linguistics is the relation between language and ideology, in
particular, the role of language in forming and transmitting assumptions about what the
world is and should be like, and the role of language in maintaining (or challenging)
existing power relations. (109).

Critical Discourse Analysis, therefore, is concerned with the mediation of ideology in
language, and this relates to the power structures in any given society. According to
Fairclough, the relationship between language and society is a two-way process, where
texts are “socially generated, and their nature is dependent on the social relations and
struggles out of which they were generated – as well as being socially transmitted and, in
our society, unequally distributed” (24). Wodak gives a clearer interpretation that
“language is also a medium of domination and social force which serves to legitimize
relations of organized power” and concludes that “in so far as the legitimating of power
relations are not articulated, so the goal of Critical Linguistics is to uncover ideology
deemed implicit in overt propositions” (2). Thus, Critical Discourse Analysis uses
language analysis to discover inequalities, which, in turn, contributes to the critical
analysis of the world. Corpus linguistics can strengthen the interpretative basis of
Critical Discourse Analysis and produce reliable results of analysis by discovering certain
features or patterns of language.
2.2 Data collection
According to Sinclair‟s corpus typology (1994), a specialized corpus must be built for
each specific research purpose. In this study, to conduct a comparative analysis of the
lexical meaning of international community and国际社会（guojishehui, international
community）in two different discourse communities, two specialized corpora have been
compiled. The GuCorpus is made up of 65 news articles extracted from The Guardian
newspaper in 2005, with each article containing at least two occurrences of international
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community. The size of the GuCorpus is 65,663 words. The PdCorpus is made up of 27
news articles extracted from the People’s Daily newspaper in 2005, with each article
including at least one occurrence of “国际社会（guojishehui, international community）”
and the size of the PdCorpus is 28,591 words.
The reasons for designing corpora in these ways are as follows. Firstly, The
Guardian newspaper and the People’s Daily newspaper address different audiences with the
former consisting of a primarily British readership and the latter a Chinese readership,
which constitute two different discourse communities. Language, accordingly, in these
two discourse communities will be discussed and understood in different ways (as with
the notion of negotiation, discussed above). Secondly, there are at least two occurrences
of international communities in the articles in the GuCorpus, while there is at least one
occurrence of国际社会（guojishehui, international community） in each article extracted for
the PdCorpus. This is because there are over 200 articles in The Guardian of 2005 in
which international community is used, and only 27 articles in the PdCorpus. Such an
adaptation is necessary to keep a comparative balance in these two corpora.
2.3 Methodology and tools
Stubbs (89) proves that “meanings are conveyed not only by individual words and
grammatical forms, but also by the frequency of collocations and by the distribution of
forms across texts”. In order to discover the lexical meanings of international community in
the GuCorpus and “国际社会（guojishehui, international community” in the PdCorpus,
Wordsmith Tool (version 4) is used to extract the top 50 collocates of the lexical item in
each corpus. When these collocates are displayed, the word span is set as 5 and the
pattern table shows the distribution of these extracted collocates. The dominant
grammatical structures constructed by repeated use of these collocates can therefore be
found and analyzed to discover the different conveyed ideologies. If particular lexical
and grammatical choices are regularly made and if people and concepts are repeatedly
talked about in certain ways, it is plausible to suggest that this will affect how they are
perceived (Stubbs 1996). Bernstein (1975) and Halliday (1990) term this “coding
orientations”: symmetric tendencies in the selection of meanings.
In addition, to ensure that the Wordsmith Tool can process the Chinese language
properly, ICLAS (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System)
is used to make the Chinese texts segmented whereas the language converter in
Wordsmith is used to turn all the Chinese texts into Unicode-based form.
3 Data findings and interpretation
3.1 Analysis of the collocates of international community and 国际社会

（guojishehui, international community）

3.1.1 Analysis of significant collocates of the phrase international community in
the GuCorpus
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The top significant collocate of international community “to” occurs 54 times within the
word span set as 5, and it also ranks the first on right one position (see appendix 1 for
the full list and appendix 2 for distribution patterns). We find that most of the content
words carry negative meanings, such as pressure, fail, grapple, and intervene. From appendix
1 and 2, and through further modified analysis, the following dominant grammatical
patterns are found:
(1)VERB/PREPOSITION+”THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY”+INFINITIVE
In addition, the words that co-occur with these patterns are significant collocates of the
phrase international community, highlighting the importance of analyzing these selected
grammatical structures.
(2)THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY + INFINITIVE
The sentences which include patterns such as „. . . urge the international community to put pressure
on . . . ‟, or „. . . implore the international community to protect the lives of . . . ‟ indicate the actual
actors and specific meaning of international community, as well as the tasks that international
community is required to fulfill.
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Concordance
in aid levels is a kind of goal for the international community to attain, but it isn't a c
now ahead. A strong signal from the international community to welcome the new Iraq
but there are also other ways for the international community to punish the North." Do
been an automatic obligation on the international community to intervene to stop it. Of
appealed for calm and called for the international community to put pressure on the Ir
good fund, Unicef, has called on the international community to support efforts to get
ge, there has been little effort by the international community to capture them. Fatima
d have imposed an obligation on the international community to intervene in Darfur. T
sist that this is the last chance for the international community to address the fact that
ons, human-rights supporters and the international community to make efforts to stop t
eace. Iraqi women are imploring the international community to act to protect the lives
minister, Rafik Hariri, prompting the international community to call for Syria to pull it
l attention spans. And it will bind the international community to Khartoum as tightly
you then get the agreement by the international community to the structures of the
called on the UK and the rest of the international community to ensure perpeptrators
ry difficult situation. We expect the international community to join hands with us so
warned: "Despite steps taken by the international community to stop arms flows to
oment. So that is why it is up to the international community to give the support to
mous with the wilful inaction of the international community to stop the massacre, an

Fig 3.1 shows the concordance lines embedding the pattern under
discussion: Concordance lines of the international community + infinitive
structure:
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According to this data, the following can be deduced:
a. Verbs preceding the international community include call on, call for, implore, urge, and
imposed an obligation on. These indicate all attached requirements or petitions, such as
punish the north, put pressure on Iraq, or stop the massacre. These petitions can be further
classified into different areas. Other prepositional phrases preceding the lexical item are:
the last chance for, also other ways for, the willful inaction of, little effort by, and an automatic
obligation on, which indicate that the international community bears an automatic obligation to
provide aid. In reality, the international community has actually achieved little, in that it was
warned to seize the last chance to take action or advised to adopt other ways to solve
problems. These examples therefore show the inefficiency of the international community.
b. Verbs following “to” are labeled as put pressure, make efforts to stop the bloodshed,
punish the North, stop the massacre, capture them, and intervene to stop. These phrases indicate
that measures have been taken by the international community to prevent what is
perceived to be unjust.
c. Arguably, from the subjects of the concordance lines, the reason for the
intervention of the international community can be deduced. The subjects of the
concordance lines are called on, implored or urged to take action. When the subjects are
people from developing countries, they are calling for support from the international
community in projects such as the development of their education system. Here, the
international community is usually a department from the UN, or another relevant world
organization. However, in reality, action is principally taken by developed countries, as
developing countries lack the necessary resources. The second important subject
category is the names of Middle-East countries or parties in these countries. The wider
contexts of concordance in lines 4 and 5, for example, suggest that the Iranian
government has killed hundreds of Kurdish people who live in the border cities of Iran.
Both the oppositional leader of Iran and the Kurdistan Democratic party of Iran called
for the US to put pressure on the Iranian government, and labeled the US as international
community; due to the fact that the US is a „world leader‟ and the most powerful enemy of
Iran. It is therefore expected that the US is willing to put pressure on the Iranian
government.
It can be concluded from this analysis that most actors, consciously or
subconsciously, understand the international community as consisting of the US and the
UK, followed by other developed countries. This usage reinforces the unequal paradigm
in which “powerful” Western countries are regarded as the “leading countries” in the
world.
3.1.2 Analysis of significant collocates of 国际社会（guojishehui, international
community） in the PdCorpus
The top frequent collocate of “国际社会”（guojishehui, international community）in
the PdCorpus occurs 43 times within the word span of 5 (see appendix 3 for the full list
and appendix 4 for the distribution pattern). Findings show that most of the collocates
have a positive meaning, such as 援助(denotation)，发展(development)，共同(mutual)，
建立(establish)，共识(consensus)，努力(hardworking)，关注(concern).
The
following
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grammatical structure is found as dominant in the PdCorpus:
国际社会(INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY) + 对(WITH REGARD TO)
The word “对”（with regard to） in Chinese is always followed by the focus,
which is concerned by the subject of a sentence. Thus, an examination of what follows
国际社会对（the international community…with regard to） demonstrates that the
“国际社会”（guojishehui, international community） their concerns, within in the PdCorpus.
Figure 3-3 shows the concordance lines with both the “国际社会”（guojishehui,
international community） and 对（with regard to）being search words:
N - Concordance
1. 主席代表所有成员国表明了看法，表达了国际社会对伊朗总统所发表言论的切
2. 世界卫生组织向全世界发出了警报。目前国际社会对流感流行的威胁高度管注
3. 是基于错误的历史认识，是无视邻国以及国际社会对日本首相参拜靖国神社问
4. 架势。克林顿的表态，其实，正好反映了国际社会对台湾以及两岸问题的普遍
[Translations:
1. The chairman, on behalf of all the members in Security Council, expressed his views (on the
Iranian president‟s speech), which shows the international communities concern with regard to
the Iranian president‟s speech.
2. At present, the international community shows its great concern with regard to the serious
influenza all over the world.
3. The Japanese Foreign Minister‟s speech . . . neglects the neighboring countries‟ and the
international community’s [sic] serious criticism with regard to the Japanese leader‟s visiting
Yasukuni Shrine
4. Bill Clinton‟s speech reflects the mutual consensus of the international community with
regard to the Taiwan issue.]

Figure 3.3 Concordance lines of 国际社会 + 对 （international community +

with regard to）

Concordance line 1 (as translated) suggests that the chairman‟s views
demonstrate the international communities concern about the Iranian president‟s speech.
This indicates that the Security Council, to some extent, can be regarded as the
international community. In concordance line 2, the international community should be
understood as all the countries and people in the world. The other two concordance
lines concern issues in China and the international communities response. In concordance
line 3, the “国际社会”（guojishehui, international community） refers to those countries
which support China and condemn Japan. The same connotation is demonstrated in the
last concordance lines; the “国际社会”（guojishehui, international community） refers to
those countries who support China on the issue of Taiwan and condemn Taiwans
separations. It is interesting to note that when Chinese people comment on conflicts
between China and other countries/areas, the “国际社会”（guojishehui, international
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community） always remains on the “right side” of China; it holds the general consensus(共识)
with China, and criticizes(谴责) the opposing side.
In summary, three categories of meaning attached to the “国际社会”
（guojishehui, international community）are available in the PdCorpus. Firstly, when an
international organization (usually the organization in UN) expresses its opinions on
international affairs, the “国际社会”（guojishehui, international community） is always used
as the substitute of the organization concerned. The second situation concerns nonpolitical affairs such as worldwide diseases or natural disasters. In this context, the
“国际社会”（guojishehui, international community） refers to countries and people all over
the world. Thirdly, when China expresses criticism about countries with which they are
experiencing conflict, “国际社会”（guojishehui, international community） is uniformly
defined as the community which supports China and condemns the opposing side.
Consequently, Chinese people are convinced that China, together with the
“国际社会”（guojishehui, international community）, is morally correct and stands for
justice. If a country is friendly towards China, the IC will be supportive; if the country
represents China‟s „opposition‟, the IC will be critical.
3.2 Comparing the GuCorpus and the PdCorpus: an interpretation
It can be concluded that in the GuCorpus, the international community is, in most cases,
used to refer to developed Western countries; principally the United States and the UK.
This usage reinforces the ideology of a world divided into a “leading” developed world
and a.developing world that receives aid from developed countries. The collocate study
further shows that it is always the developed world who identifies perceived problems in
the developing world and who make decisions regarding how to “improve” the situation.
However, the actions of the international community are not always satisfactory, and are
often condemned as inefficient. In the PdCorpus, the meaning of international community
varies widely according to different contexts; for example, when natural disasters and
worldwide diseases are discussed, the international community refers generally to every
country in the world. When the importance of China is emphasized, the international
community refers to the third world countries, for the international community has high
expectations of China and hopes that China will continue to help and speak for them. In
the instance of conflicts between China and other countries or areas, the international
community is represented as allies of China, who will always support China and condemn
the opposition. This suggests that China is always supported by the rest of the world
and, whatever happens, the international community will always stay on the “right side” of
China.
The fact that the meanings of the same lexical item “international community”
varies to such a large extent in two different discourse communities supports and
contributes to both the field of developing meanings of words through corpus analysis
and the field of discourse analysis. That is, the meaning of a word can only be
interpreted through what has been said about it by looking at a corpus of authentic data
about that word. However, this interpretation is ultimately incomplete, and it varies
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when the words are used in different discourses. The meaning of words is always
restricted or legitimized by ideologies of certain discourse communities, and this is what
my research results shows.
4 Conclusion
Through the significant collocate study of international community in the GuCorpus and
the PdCorpus, this article shows that different discourse communities result in different
meanings and usages of the same lexical item. Thus, it contributes to the field of
meaning development in corpus linguistics. However, due to limitations in time and
space, the present analysis only uses two small corpora. Larger and more general corpora
should be used in future analyses to obtain a wider view of the meaning of international
community. Furthermore, the newspapers used here consist only of The Guardian and the
People’s Daily. Newspapers from other countries and sources could show different
findings on the meaning and usage of international community. Finally, there are other
phrases such as „world community‟ and „western community‟ that are worthy of future
study. These phrases are also widely quoted in the official news of many different
countries, because the meanings of these phrases are, to a large extent, related to the
meaning of the lexical item international community.
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On Editorial Work; or, Some Baffling Words in William Haughton’s
English-men for my Money
NATALIE ALDRED

From when I first picked up a scholarly critical edition of an early modern playtext, I
always prided myself on taking the time out to read the text’s introduction and textual
paraphernalia – the annotations and collation line. Yet still I failed to register the
pedantry, sleep-deprivation, frustration and energy that go into making (often small, yet)
difficult decisions that, if the editor is good, the reader will only understand on a
finalised and intellectual level: the edition as “end-product,” rather than “product-in-themaking.”
Consider, for example, the word “Siuill,” found in William Haughton’s playtext
English-men for my Money, written in 1598 and first printed in 1616. In the printer’s
alphabet, the medial “u” should be exchanged with “v.” This leaves me with “s/civill,”
or “s/civill,” but the word’s context (“we have sent unto your worship / sacke, siuill
oyles, pepper, [and] Barbery sugar”1) does not agree (“civil oils”?). A “sivil,” according to
the OED, is also known as a “civet,” and seems to have something to do with cutting
down trees. (Perhaps wisely, not even the OED has risked a definition: an online search
simply comes up with “see quots.”) After a bout of melancholic sighing, I decided to
chance criticism of my research methodologies, and Google “siuill oyle/oil.” This lead
me to Project Gutenberg’s impressive e-book collection; specifically, to Richard
Hakluyt’s Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffics and Discoveries of the English Nation, who, in
his section on the “commodities of Spain,” writes that “Siuill oyle” is frequently shipped
to England.2 A rather lengthy study of Spain in a reproduction of the “Vniuerse
Europe,” a map printed in 1583, identified “Siuill” with “Sevilla,” or Seville.3 A look
through Port Trade in Elizabethan London (and thus a commute to the Bodleian) confirmed
that Seville oil was, indeed, a frequently shipped-in item, and an expensive one at that.4
Given that “Barbary sugar” was another luxury commodity, I think I have – after more
than a full day’s work – identified, simply, that “Siuill” = “Seville.”
The two most baffling words that I wish to discuss are “superfluicall” and
“cammileres.”5 Both are said by Frisco, the play’s clown, and are therefore, probably,
nonce words. (That is, etymologically sound but otherwise made-up words attributed to
a particular character, and at a particular time, in order to emphasise their role in the
play.) In English-men, a Bellman unwittingly identifies Frisco in front of characters that
Frisco was hoping to dupe. After the Bellman apologies to Frisco, the latter insists that
they should pass over such “superfluicall talk” (hereafter “modernised” to
“superfluical”). Strangely, the text’s past editors (Hazlitt and Baugh6) do not hazard a
definition in their respective editions. Of the prefix “super-,” the OED gives “above, on
top (of), beyond, beside, in addition,” which is only to be expected; “superfluical” itself,
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however, is not in the OED or, other than under English-men, the comprehensive
Literature Online (LION). “Superfluical” carries too much of the word “superfluous” to
be an accident, and I am currently thinking that the ending (“-icial”) seems to imply
“superficial.” The problem, however, is that while both words are contextually relevant
(“superfluous” = over-abundant, “superficial” = surface-level), the words do not, to my
mind, marry. Is it possible for the Bellman’s speech to be both unnecessarily detailed,
and of only surface value? “Superfluical” does, therefore, seem to be a malapropism; yet
there are not enough examples in the playtext to know if the misuse was deliberate,
either on the part of Frisco or Haughton. The “malapropism” may even have been an
error in the manuscript: perhaps one of the words (either by Haughton or a scribe) was
written down, changed to the other word, but then poorly crossed out; consequently, the
compositor mistakenly set an amalgamated word. But as (I think) the word stands, the
two meanings are perfectly polarised, suggesting that the word was a decision, and not a
mistake.
The second word that I wish to discuss is “cammileres.” The word is used by
Frisco when he is in Paul’s middle walk, looking for a tutor for his Master’s three
daughters. Frisco begins by talking about “Duke Humfrey” (who was fallaciously
believed, at the time, to have been buried in St. Paul’s) and the poor people who were
said to “dine” with him.7 Frisco calls these people a “brave sort of cammileres.”8 Again,
the word does not appear in the OED or LION (except under English-men). Both Hazlitt
and Baugh give the word as meaning “cavalier,”9 but this sense, to me, seems to not
entirely fit: for a “cavalier” is a gentleman trained to arms; a courtly gentleman, a gallant.
This may work – Frisco would be applying his usual irony – but it is doubtful that the
double “m” would be confused with a “v” (/“u”) and, while the OED does cite
numerous common spellings in the sixteenth century (“cauallere,” “cabbaleer,”
“caueeleer,” “cavallier,” and (from the Spanish) “cavallero,” “cauilero,” “caualerio,” and
“caverlerio”), “cammileres” is, even so, a far-out (and thus unlikely) spelling. It is
possible that the word is an amalgamation: “camister” = a clergyman, minister; or it may
be “cam” from the Celtic (meaning “crooke,” “bent,” “awry,” “wrong,” “false”). “Lere”
(OED, v.) means “to teach.” Perhaps “camel” + “ers”? as (OED., n. 1. c. fig.) in allusion
to Matthew xxiii. 24: anything large or difficult to “swallow” or do away with.
“Cameller” is also spelt “camelier”, from the French, a cameleer, a camel-driver, and
men who attend, feed, load, and unload camels. But what, I ask myself, have cameleers
got to do with a group of London beggars (and audience members) who would have not
likely known the garb of a cameleer?
I am currently still unsure. I do, therefore, conclude this note in something of an
etymological quandary, having unfortunately not had anything like enough damascene
moments, ecclesiastical, secular or otherwise.
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am preparing currently lacks line numbers; hence the use of Greg.
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Pericles Lewis, The Cambridge Introduction to Modernism

(Cambridge University Press, 2007) pp. 276. (paperback)
Reviewed by NATHAN JOSEPH WADDELL
Ph.D candidate in English Literature, The University of Birmingham
It has often crossed my mind that academic “Introductions,” manifold and inevitably
palimpsestic as they are, ought to be more properly re-branded as “Re-Introductions.”
Not very catchy, I confess, but how else to signal the dialogic processes of scholarly
refinement and betterment that each round of “Introductions” (supposedly) brings? The
Cambridge Introduction to Modernism, by Pericles Lewis, is an excellent case study in this
regard. Although a fine and comprehensive volume in its own right, I couldn’t help but
feel while reading it that Lewis’s study is as much a cultivation and synthesis of previous
introductory accounts of modernism as it is a superbly inclusive and brief synopsis of
the modernist terrain as interpreted by Lewis himself. Throughout the volume Lewis is
engaged in an implicit and constructive conversation with his predecessors, one that
affords a variety of stimulating readings of what can appear, at times, well-trodden
territory.
Literary territory, that is, for this book is primarily a study of modernism as it
appears in late-nineteenth and early- to mid-twentieth century literature of the AngloIrish, North American, European, and Slavic traditions. In saying this, Lewis manages to
include a wide range of references to developments in the plastic arts, painting, and
music from the period, but he remains focused on the histories of modernist linguistic
and structural experimentalism, the various strategies of avant-gardism contained and
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excluded by modernism’s key innovations, and the political and philosophical backstories to modernism’s post-Enlightenment wellsprings. In addition, the book offers a
welcome attention to the input of the Victorian and Edwardian periods, moving from
Flaubert and Baudelaire to Wildean aestheticism to what Lewis himself identifies as the
“Primitivists and Modernizers” of the Edwardian and Georgian artistic milieu. In a mere
250 pages of main text this is a considerable achievement.
Lewis chooses to anchor his chapters on genre to specific texts. The chapters on
poetry and prose fiction, for instance, explore key generic issues (poetry: tradition, voice,
vers libre, epic; prose: consciousness, time, narrative, fiction) in relation to the dominant
artworks of their respective literary modes (Eliot’s The Waste Land, Joyce’s Ulysses).
Lewis’s chapter on theatrical and dramatic works draws out to Chekhov, Brecht, Ibsen,
Pirandello, and Strindberg. Nevertheless, all of these foreground stories of literary works
frequently draw back to include others, resulting in a broad, surprisingly comprehensive
tapestry of modernism’s kaleidoscopic networks of influence and inheritance. Balancing
this out, there follows a chapter on “Literature and Politics,” which discusses writers
such as W. H. Auden and George Orwell who, in Lewis’s words, “sought an art that
would combine the aesthetic complexity of modernism with a more direct moral or
political message” (211). (Of course, whether Orwell ought to be included in such a
rubric, whose texts after A Clergyman’s Daughter [1935] can hardly be called “modernist,”
remains open to debate.) To finish things off, Lewis discusses the late-modernist
laughter of Beckett and succinctly demonstrates how any clear-cut division between
modernism and its playful, postmodern progeny is a somewhat misrepresentative
attitude.
Broadness is this book’s strength; at times, its weakness. This is particularly true
of Chapter 7, “Literature and Politics,” in which Lewis makes a number of highly
condensed and wrinkle-free observations that really should be left wrinkled. A good
illustration is his claim that Wyndham Lewis, “the former vorticist, aligned himself with
Sir Oswald Mosley’s British Union of Fascists, praised Hitler (before his rise to power),
and attacked Eliot and the Bloomsbury intellectuals in a new journal, The Enemy (1927-9)
and in his novel The Apes of God (1930)” (230). There is no clear indication here of the
ways in which Wyndham Lewis’s politics were drastically self-reflexive and ambiguous
during the late twenties, and even if one accepts the charge of fascist sympathy (itself
problematic on the evidence of the Blackshirt character in The Apes of God), Lewis gives
no indication here of Wyndham Lewis’s development away from such sympathy in his
later writing (a standard insight of the specialized Lewisian scholarship these days).
However, despite some local inaccuracies, the whole amounts to probably the
best introduction to modernism available on the market today. Highly recommended.
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Peter Swirski, From Lowbrow to Nobrow
(McGill-Queen‟s University Press, 2005) pp.224.
Reviewed by LISA CHEUNG
Ph.D candidate in Applied Linguistics, The University of Birmingham
Swirski‟s recent bestseller, From Lowbrow to Nobrow, is targeted for both academic and
general readership, and is a valuable contribution to popular culture studies. Here,
Swirski argues that both highbrow and lowbrow literary cultures have been
interpenetrating each other, starting from at least the early twentieth-century, i.e. decades
before what John Seabrook proposes in Nobrow (2000). Swirski‟s appeal for more
intellectual space for popular culture makes this superb book essential reading and the
best study to date of the rise of the literary-cultural formation of the “nobrow.”
In eight chapters and 180 pages of main text, Swirski, Associate Professor and
Head of American Studies at the University of Hong Kong, undertakes his mission of
re-defining “nobrow culture” in an innovative way. Swirski initially poses a selection of
groundbreaking questions about the nature of popular fiction, defending a paradigmatic
revisioning of the concept of “artertainment” (Introduction); engages the readers with
statistical data to offer a fuller picture of the rapid growth of popular fiction and its
culturally dominating role in artistry (Chapter 1); methodically examines four major
critiques of popular fiction to establish a significant range of „nobrow aesthetics‟
(Chapter 2); and, researches the genres and paradoxes of “nobrow‟ literature” (Chapter
3). These chapters position the main thrust of the book in Swirski‟s original examination
of three neglected twentieth-century novels (i.e., Karel Capek‟s War with the Newts,
Raymond Chandler‟s Playback, and Stanislaw Lem‟s Chain of Chance) to demonstrate how
their coalescence of popular and highbrow aesthetics might have resulted in their neglect
in artistry (Chapters 4 to 6). Finally, Swirski advocates that “nobrow culture” deserves to
be subjected to greater critical scrutiny (Conclusion).
In light of the prevalent assumption that popular literature, though the dominant
art of our times, cannot be art, Swirski compellingly demonstrates that “popular
literature expresses . . . the aesthetic and social values of its readers” (6). Through an
insightful examination of the mix of popular and highbrow cultural characteristics, as
represented in three twentieth-century novels, Swirski reveals a new kind of literature
that is far from thoughtless pulp. From Lowbrow to Nobrow, thus, applies a methodology
that respectively provides a new and admirable approach to how meaning is made and
how we read the cultural value of “nobrow”; this value is not one of refurbishment but
one of elegant reshaping.
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Vendela Vida, Let the Northern Lights Erase Your Name
(London: Atlantic Books, 2007) pp.256.
Reviewed by ELENI CHELIOTI

Vendela Vida’s Let the Northern Lights Erase Your Name is the first adults’ fiction novel that
I’ve read in a very long time, mainly due to my re-developing passion for children’s
literature. The first thing that caught my attention about the book was the physical
characteristics of its cover: its striking title had the words “Northern Lights” pulled out
from the page, calling to the reader, printed in a vibrant blue. These words anticipate the
surface attractions of the book’s story, which are so compelling that two days later, after
having finished the book, I found myself returning to its pages.
One mesmerizing element of the book is, without a doubt, its brutal honesty.
This honesty is a reflection of the strange openness of its author’s narrative technique.
The entire book is written in the first person as the author’s distinct voice mixes with the
narrator’s uniqueness of style to thus embody in the book’s heroine, Clarissa Iverton,
with a life on the page. The story begins as Clarissa arrives at Helsinki airport on a quest
to determine the identity of her father. The book’s plot twists and turns as she becomes
caught in an intrigue that lands her on the doorstep of her mother, a figure who deserted
Clarissa and Clarissa’s father when the former was only fourteen years old. Now, fourteen
years later, upon losing her father, the story ends upon a note of discovery: Clarissa
makes the realization that her supposed father was not her biological father, an
understanding her fiancé has apparently known all along.
The novel is divided into ten sections, each section containing anywhere from six
to twenty-four sub-sections. Chronologically, it follows a linear projection that is
frequently interrupted as narrative events trigger emotional flashbacks in Clarissa:
Shortly after I settled into my room, the phone stuttered a staccato cry, far from an
American brrring. It was Kari telling me he’d be getting off work in an hour. “You’d like
to join me in the lobby for a drink?” he asked. I said yes in part out of relief that the call
wasn’t from Pankaj, my fiancé. My fiancé still? I was no longer sure. Recently, everything
around me felt familiar yet amiss, like the first time you ride in the back seat of your own
car. (4)

Despite the first-person narration, this novel does not read like a diary. The frank style is
such that it seems as if the heroine is recounting her story to her listener face-to-face,
and includes every thought, concern and fear, every minute detail that she remembers
from the incidents of quest. Clarissa is first seen as disappointed, bitter and empty inside
yet this is a beginning state within her transformation. It is through observing the vivid
rendering of the narrator’s emotional metamorphosis wherein the pleasure of this novel
lies. Vendela Vida’s Let the Northern Lights Erase Your Name is a pleasure to read.
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THE THIRD ANNUAL QUADRIVIUM SYMPOSIUM
SCOTT ANDERSON

The third annual Quadrivium Symposium, which
ran at the University of Birmingham on the 8th
and 9th of November, 2007, was a great success.
A training event for doctoral students working in
the field of medieval textual cultures, the
symposium was organised by Prof. Wendy Scase
of the UK Medieval Manuscripts Research
Consortium, and funded by the University of
Birmingham Graduate School. Eleven facilitators
from Birmingham and other universities ran five
interactive workshop sessions with around forty students. Students were first invited to
exchange information about their own Ph.D. projects and raise issues they wanted to
discuss at the symposium. Subsequent sessions
explored the material culture of medieval texts,
the recovery of the visual from non-manuscript
medieval sources (wall painting, glass and panel
painting), and the use of paper evidence in
codicological and bibliographical research. Finally,
a session run by recent Ph.D. graduates and postdocs addressed the practical issue of living life
after the Ph.D. The symposium also provided a
great opportunity for students and lecturers from
over a dozen different universities to meet, share ideas and, not least, enjoy themselves in
a friendly and relaxed atmosphere at the wine reception and meals.
The website for the 2007 symposium remains
online at http://www.english.bham.ac.uk/
Quadrivium/quad rivium_ web/prog.html.
T he Quadrivium Prog ramme, which was
established with UK Arts and Humanities
Research Council funding, will continue to
provide training for Ph.D. students who are
registered in UK universities on doctorates in
medieval English textual cultures. For further
information, see http://www.arts.gla.ac.uk/
quadrivium/index.htm. We all look forward to
next years fourth annual Quadrivium Symposium.
For more about Medieval English Studies at Birmingham, visit
http://www.medievalenglish.bham.ac.uk/
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A STAGED READING OF NAHUM TATE’S KING LEAR
JOSEPH CURDY
In 1754, David Garrick’s biographer Arthur
Murphy claimed that Nahum Tate’s
adaptation of Shakespeare’s King Lear would,
with its happy-ending, “always be most
agreeable to an audience.” Nearly 100 years
later, poet and essayist Barry Cornwall mused
that Tate’s Lear was “so amusingly vile that
indignation soon relieves itself in laughter.”
On 27th
January 2008, eight RSC associate actors, members
of the University of Warwick, and students of the
Shakespeare Institute gathered at the Shakespeare
Institute Hall, where audiences were finally able to
judge for themselves by attending a staged-reading
of the text. The staged-reading was well received.
The professional readers included Richard Cordery
(currently in Michael Boyd's Histories Company at the RSC), Clifford Rose (RSCveteran), Jenny Ogilvie (currently in the
Noughts & Crosses Company), and Peter
Hinton (recently in Sir Trevor Nunn’s
Lear/Seagull Company). Other parts were
read by Joseph Curdy (current Shakespeare
Institute student) and Will Sharp (part-time
Institute student, editor of The Winter’s Tale
for the RSC edition of Shakespeare’s
complete works).
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Natalie Aldred is a second-year Ph.D. candidate at the University of Birmingham. Her
thesis is aimed at the production of a critical, modern spelling edition of William
Haughton’s playtext English-men for my Money (1616). Natalie has published reviews in
SHARP News and American Studies Today, and contributes to the early modern section of
the Annotated Bibliography of English Studies. In the past, she has done publishing stints at
Random House, Bloomsbury and A&C Black.
Scott Anderson is a doctoral student at the University of Birmingham, where he
completed a B.A. in English and French Studies and an M.A. in Medieval Studies. He is
currently writing up his Ph.D., the subject of which is comparative narrative analysis of
Middle English and Old French saints’ lives. His personal interests include folklore
(especially modern urban legends) and computing.
Joseph Curdy is a current Ph.D. candidate at the Shakespeare Institute. A practitioner
of the stage, he appeared in Michael Boyd’s 2004 Hamlet for the RSC starring Toby
Stephens. His own experiences with the stage continue to inform his work evidenced by
his current doctoral thesis to produce a performance-annotated text of Nahum Tate’s
King Lear. A native of Hawaii, he resides in Stratford-Upon-Avon with his wife and son.
Wang Fang is in the process of completing an M.Phil in Corpus Linguistics at the
University of Birmingham. She holds a B.A. in English Language and Literature and an
M.A. in Applied Linguistics, both from Henan Normal University in China. Her
research interests include corpus linguistics, discourse analysis and English varieties
study. Wang’s former publications include “A corpus-based study and its implications
on English grammar teaching” in the Journal of Normal University of Inner Mongolia,
2005(1), Huhehaote city, Inner Mongolia and “A revolutionary experiment on oral
English teaching of English majors” in the Journal of Xinjiang Petroleum Institute, 2006(1),
Kelamayi city, Xinjiang province.
John Goss is currently working part-time on an M.Litt thesis at the University of
Birmingham about the social concerns of Robert Bage. He is a former toolmaker and
technical author with a degree in International Studies. The results of his dissertation
were published in The Inventor in 1983, and he has since contributed articles to the
Birmingham Historian, The Quarterly (British Association of Paper Historians),
www.revolutionaryplayers.org.uk
and
http://www3.shropshire-cc.gov.uk/extracts/
E000424.htm. In February of this year Notes and Queries published a short piece of his,
“A new Darwin poem – a missing Mundy play.” An article entitled “Bage and the
convent metaphor” is due to be published in this year’s August edition of The Augustan.
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Anna Gottschall is currently completing a Ph.D. at the University of Birmingham on
“The Teaching and Understanding of the Lord’s Prayer in Late Medieval England.” Her
main research interest is the pedagogical and hermeneutic practices underlying textual
and visual organisation of catechetical teaching in late Medieval England. Her broader
research interests include material culture, pilgrimage, medieval textual traditions and
manuscript circulation and readership. Anna’s article “The Lord’s Prayer in Circles and
Squares: An Identification of Some Analogues of the Vernon Manuscript’s Pater Noster
Table” is forthcoming in Marginalia, the on-line journal of the Cambridge Medieval
Reading Group.
Jami Rogers trained at the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art (LAMDA)
and is currently a Ph.D. candidate at the Shakespeare Institute. Prior to her current
studies she ran the production office of PBS’s Masterpiece Theatre and Mystery! at WGBHTV in Boston, Massachusetts. She currently works for Masterpiece Theatre on PBS,
America’s public broadcasting network. Jami has contributed articles on Shakespeare to
both the Royal Shakespeare Company’s Online Play Guides and the PBS website
(pbs.org), and has published reviews of classical productions in Shakespeare Bulletin,
Cahiers Élisabéthains and Research Opportunities in Renaissance Drama.
John Tepe is a second year Ph.D. candidate at the University of Birmingham. He
completed his B.A. at the University of Pennsylvania (USA) in 2003 and his M.A. at the
University of Arkansas (USA) in 2006. His current doctoral research is on the
relationship between the symbolist movement, aesthetics, and urbanism. John is also
interested in fin-de-siècle literature and the long nineteenth century, history of art,
historiography and historical materialism, space, and psychogeography.
Stephen Wittek is from Kelowna BC, Canada. He holds a B.A. in literature from the
University of British Columbia (Canada) and an M.A. in Shakespeare Studies from the
University of Birmingham. His resume includes work as a teacher, editor, critic and
journalist. He is currently employed as a literature instructor in Seoul, South Korea,
where he and his wife are anxiously awaiting the birth of their first child. Stephen’s
article documents the surprising explosion that occurred when an unassuming poststructuralist philosopher bumped into an unsuspecting Renaissance bard.

ARTISTS
Jacky Chan is completing a degree in Chemical Engineering at the University of
Birmingham.
Hannah Davis is the Arts Editor of the BJLL. She is completing a degree in English
with Creative Writing at the University of Birmingham.
Stefan Lewandowski holds a B.Sc. degree in Computer Science and Software
Engineering from the University of Birmingham and was announced Alumnus of the
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Year, 2006-07. He is the founder and managing director of 3form, the award-winning
digital creative consultancy, and co-director of the experimental record label Type.
Ana Istance Perez is completing a History of Art degree at the University of
Birmingham. She has published photographs in Redbrick and has exhibited her work at
university-organised exhibitions.
Laurie-Anne Wright is a first-year student of English and History of Art at the
University of Birmingham.

GENERAL EDITORS
Laura Hilton is a third-year doctoral candidate at the University of Birmingham. Her
research questions the position of the graphic novel within contemporary culture and
literature. She is a regular reviewer for The Journal of Popular Culture and The Journal of
American Culture. She has been involved in the Undergraduate Programmes Committee,
the Postgraduate Programmes Committee, the Graduate School Student Council and the
Staff-Student Postgraduate Committee, which she chaired 2006-2007. In March 2007
Laura co-ran and chaired the symposium “Crossing the Boundaries: Integrating
Language, Literature and Shakespeare Studies,” and in June 2007 she organised the
conference “Remarkable Objects and Transformations of Meaning: Discussions
Surrounding the Materiality of the Text.” She currently teaches first- and second-year
undergraduates. Laura holds an M.A. in Text and Book and a B.A. in English with
Music from the University of Birmingham.
Joshua McEvilla is a third-year doctoral candidate at the Shakespeare Institute. His
research focuses on post-1630 drama and the non-theatrical career of Richard Brome.
He was Assistant Editor of Divining Thoughts: Future Directions in Shakespeare Studies
(Cambridge Scholars Press, 2007) and General Editor of Perceptions (Coach House,
2003). He was on the Executive Board of the British Graduate Shakespeare Conference,
2006. He was a three-time recipient of the prestigious Raymond Priestly Scholarship,
twice received the Stratford Canada Seminar Society Bursary, and is at present holding a
Schools Scholarship. Joshua currently teaches first- and third-year students at the
University of Birmingham. He holds an M.A. in Shakespeare Studies from the
Shakespeare Institute and an Hon. B.A. in English from the University of Toronto.
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